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Abstract
Changes in the economics of innovation have changed how organizations should manage
innovation and especially IP. In the past organizations where able to plan several steps in
advance, whilst, nowadays the best path forwards in often unknown and even “unknowable”.
Problematic situations in organizations contain all kind of ‘wicked’ elements and therefore need
to be addressed differently than with traditional problem-solving tools. The quality of learning is
essential in dealing with ‘wicked’ situations, but defensive behavior which is learned by society
is anti-learning and therefore a barrier to solve wicked problems. Soft problem approaches like
Scenario Thinking and Soft Systems Methodology (SSM) can help to address wicked situations
and overcome these barriers. In this report an investigation is described about the presence of
wicked situations in standardization and technology licensing projects and why, when and how
Scenario Thinking and SSM can be applied to improve learning and decision making.
Standardization and technology licensing are important activities to manage innovation and the
findings of this survey therefore also give some indications of the usefulness of soft problem
approaches in the open innovation era.
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Executive summary
Introduction
Organizations learned in the past how to deal with relatively easy problems. The problem could
be defined and the information required to solve the problem was available. And while this does
not mean that these are simple problems, people knew the problem could be solved if they spend
some time to find an answer. These situations are called tame problems (Rittel and Webber,
1973). Situations organizations nowadays have to deal with are more complex. Technical and
market uncertainty make decision making hard and because information is often even
unknowable understanding a problem is already a challenge and often impossible before the
problems is solved. The number of stakeholders involved increased and all kind of cultural and
political aspects further complicate the situation. Rittel and Webber (1973) called these situations
‘wicked’ problems. Especially in industries in which innovation management changed because
of the paradigm shift from ‘closed’ to ‘open’ innovation organizations are faced with new
challenges. While they were focused on internal R&D in the past this will not bring them success
anymore in today’s economy of innovation. Organizations have to scan their environment for
opportunities to acquire external knowledge but also look for alternative paths to commercialize
technologies developed internally. The management of IP has become key and needs to be
managed at a strategic level in the company. The standardization of technology and licensing out
IP and know-how are two activities which are important aspects of innovation management in an
open innovation environment (Chesbrough, 2003). Standardization initiatives have to deal with a
lot of uncertainty about the technology, applications and markets. And because often an
organization is working together with other companies which have their own ideas and interests,
the standard creation process can contain all kind of wicked elements. Also people involved in
the technology licensing process have to deal with some degree of wickedness dependent on the
characteristics of the project they are working on. Firstly, licensing out technology is a relatively
new activity of organizations and therefore often internal and external stakeholders have to be
convinced of the benefits. Secondly, opportunities for technology licensing often involve
applications outside the markets the company is serving which significantly increases the
complexity. To address a wicked problem a different approach is needed compared with dealing
with a tame problem and a group of tools which can help to improve understanding and decision
making is called ‘soft problem approaches’. Soft Systems Methodology (SSM) and Scenario
Thinking are two soft problem approaches which both can be used to address wicked problems
but have different advantages and disadvantages. This report describes a study done to
investigate whether these tools can be used in standardization and technology licensing projects
and the main research question therefore is:
Are Soft Systems Methodology and Scenario Thinking approaches that can be used to
address wicked problems in standardization and technology licensing projects to improve
understand and decision making?
Theoretical framework
Wicked problems are in scientific literature defined as messy, ill-defined situations in which the
goals are often unclear and the problems cannot be understood completely before it is solved.
These problems also have not one definitive solution and traditional linear problem solving tools
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therefore will not help to solve the problem. Instead the process which results in a solution is
very important and the focus should be on the quality of learning and creating a shared
understanding of the problem. Argyris (1990) distinguishes two types of learning: single-loop
and double-loop learning (see Figure 0.1). People have governing variables which are based on
previous experiences and can be seen as the frameworks, ideas and assumptions on which people
base their strategies and actions to solve a problem. If the consequences of these actions match
with their intentions the problem can be solved. But if there is a mismatch, learning occurs which
is called single-loop learning. While this type of learning will help you to solve tame problems,
double-loop learning is needed to solve wicked problems. Wicked problems are poorly
understood and always new and novel. The governing variables on which people base their
actions should therefore be questioned and tested so they are able to consider new possibilities.
This type of learning is called double-loop learning.

Figure 0.1: Single-loop and double-loop learning

People learned, in their early live, defensive behavior which should protect them from
experiencing embarrassment or threat. This behavior however is anti-learning and overprotective
and is often strengthened by organizational policies and procedures. The result is that people
often do not express assumptions so they cannot be questioned and therefore governing variables
are not changed. This defensive behavior is a barrier to create a shared understanding and
improve learning and therefore to solve wicked problems. Soft problem approaches are
developed to structure learning and let people express and question there assumptions. These
tools therefore can help to overcome defensive behavior and to deal with wicked problems. SSM
is an approach which is based on the idea that people have different worldviews of how they see
a problem. SSM provides a number of techniques to make models based on the worldviews
stakeholders of the situation. These models are used to structure the discussion of the situation
and define actions. The benefits of SSM are that thinking and learning is structured and that a
shared understanding is created among the stakeholders. Scenario Thinking is an approach which
uses stories of plausible, alternative futures to prepare an organization for the future. The
scenarios can be used to develop a strategy or test an already existing strategy. These stories
enable strategic conversations which are improved because a common language is provided.
Research design
By conducting interviews with project leaders working on standardization and technology
licensing projects and their functional managers, information is gathered about problematic
situations they have to deal with. The situations are analyzed on wickedness and also information
is gathered about the how they address these situations and the role defensive behavior plays.
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Based on these findings a decision is made about whether SSM and Scenario Thinking can be
used to improve understanding and decision making. The application of SSM to technology
licensing projects is investigated further be a pilot study in which SSM is used in an actual
technology licensing project. Finally a costs benefits analysis is done and recommendations are
formulated about the application of SSM in technology licensing projects and Scenario Thinking
in standardization projects.
Results
From the interviews has become clear that the wickedness of a standardization and technology
licensing project is dependent on a number of characteristics. In Table 0.1 an overview is given
of the elements that determine the degree of wickedness.
Standardization project

Technology Licensing project

The involvement of the BG
• The experience of the BG with
standardization
• Way to generate revenue from a
standardization initiative
• Uncertainty of strategy BG

Internal stakeholders
• Experiences of internal stakeholders with
technology licensing
• Situation towards a technology (lying on
the shelf, integrated in Philips products)
• Number of internal stakeholders involved
• Contradictions in ideas and interests of
internal stakeholders

The technology, applications and markets
• Maturity of technology
• Uncertainty concerning future applications
and markets
• Existence of competing technologies
• Uncertainty about who are partners to
collaborate with

Technology – market combination
• Technology push or pull
• Knowledge of the technology
• Opportunities of applications and markets
• Considering only inside-the-box or also
out-of-the-box opportunities
• Complexity of value chain
• Relation of Philips with organizations in
the value chain

Organizations involved in standardization
initiative
• Number of organizations involved in
standardization initiative
• Formal or informal organization of
standardization initiative
• Difference in interests between
organizations setting a standard
• Knowledge of strategies, interests, and IPR
of other organizations

Negotiation with potential licensee
• Experience of potential licensee with
technology licensing
• Fit between technology licensing strategy
of Philips and potential licensee

Table 0.1: Wicked elements in standardization and technology licensing projects

Some defensive behavior described in scientific literature is also found in standardization and
technology licensing projects. However, almost all interviewees recognized that their work can
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contain wicked elements while literature stated that people often do not accept they have to deal
with wicked problems. This is the first step if you want to address these complex situations and
some people also learned by experience to deal with wicked elements. People have however
problems with expressing and questioning assumptions (double-loop learning) which often
results in ‘wrong’ decisions and eventually can lead to project failure. The use of tools to help to
structure thinking and learning was however very limited and therefore leaves room for
improvement. Because the technical and market uncertainty concerning the future is one of the
main elements in standardization projects which increase the degree of wickedness, Scenario
Thinking is very useful to apply in these situations. Scenario Thinking can help to develop or test
a strategy against alternative, plausible futures and also improves the collaboration with the BG.
SSM is tested in an actual technology licensing project on applicability and usefulness. From this
pilot study became clear that SSM helps to evaluate and explore opportunities for technology
licensing by looking at the situation based on the worldviews of stakeholders. Assumptions have
to be expressed and questioned and using the techniques to build models is an effective and
efficient way to discuss a complicated project.
Conclusions and recommendations
The recommendations can be split in two parts. A part which is specific for the projects
investigated at Philips IP&S about how and when to apply SSM and Scenario Thinking and
some implications which are more general about the role wicked problems and defensive
behavior have in managing innovation. Most of the recommendations about applying SSM and
Scenario Thinking can however also be generalized for projects with the same characteristics.
Scenario Thinking helps to deal with the uncertainty in standardization projects and to improve
strategic conversations. A scenario thinking technique that is suitable to develop narrow
scenarios and can be used without input of an extern facilitator or consultant should be used. A
Scenario Thinking champion is important to build a case to use this approach and the results of
the first application should be used to make people in the organization aware of the benefits.
SSM is an approach that can help in technology licensing projects to evaluate and explore
opportunities. The usefulness of this approach will dependent on the wickedness of the project
and the willingness of internal stakeholders to participate in a SSM session. Because SSM is a
flexible approach, how and when to apply SSM should be judge by the project leader. A manual
is developed in which the complexity of SSM is reduced so the tool becomes easier to apply in
practice. To teach people the SSM techniques however a workshop should be organized to show
the benefits and how to apply the methodology. The findings of this study also have some
general implications about managing innovation and wicked problems. While the findings cannot
be generalized for managing innovation in general, this study showed that innovation
management is often complicated by wicked elements which cannot be solved using traditional,
linear problem solving tools. Organizations should be aware of the characteristics of wicked
problems and the influence defensive behavior has on solving these problems. Because only
limited information is available and understanding of the problem will improve when progress is
made, and opportunity driven approach is needed to manage open innovation. Companies need
to aware that they will make mistakes because some information is unknowable and they should
adapt and adjust when understanding of a situation is increased. Soft problem approaches like
SSM and Scenario Thinking are not the key to successful innovation management but they can
definitely help to increase understanding and improve learning and decision making in wicked
situations.
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Introduction
The complexity organizations nowadays have to deal with to manage innovation increased
significantly compared with a few decades ago. The globalization of innovation and shorter
product lifecycles are examples of trends that have changed the innovation economy. Some
industries shifted or are shifting from a ‘closed’ to an ‘open’ innovation paradigm which brought
new opportunities and challenges. Organizations are involved in all kind of collaboration
initiatives, for example to explore new markets or to share R&D risks. Companies have also
started new activities to manage their IP and extract value from it. Internal and external paths to
the market are considered which loosened up the link between research and development
(Chesbrough, 2003). All these changes increased the importance to understand the environment
in which an organization operates and identify opportunities and threats. But because industrial
innovation has become more open and the degree of technical and market uncertainty have
increased significantly, companies need to change how they manage innovation (Chesbrough,
2004). In the past organization where able to plan several steps ahead and the needed information
to make decisions was available, like playing a game of chess (Chesbrough, 2004). Nowadays, it
is not possible to make the right decisions in an early stage because the best path is unknown and
even unknowable. To manage the high technical and market uncertainty companies have to adapt
and adjust when new information arrives and because this happens regularly and different
approach is needed, more like a game of poker as a game of chess (Chesbrough, 2004). The
commercialization of a new technology in this environment therefore requires a completely
different approach to be successful.
Two activities that play an important role in innovation management are the standardization of
technology and licensing out of IP and know-how. Both these activities have to deal with high
technical and market uncertainty and it is therefore interesting to investigate what kind of
approach an organization uses and whether improvements can be made. Standardization projects
often involve situations in which a company is working together with other organizations to
develop a good technical standard. These initiatives are however started years before the
introduction to the market and can involve collaboration with competitors. Technology licensing
projects involve licensing out IP and know-how to other companies which often operate in
different markets. The lack of knowledge of applications in other markets and insights into
supply chains can make it very hard to understand the situation and where opportunities can be
found. Decisions that have to be made during these projects therefore often require an approach
which Chesbrough (2004) describes as playing a game of poker. In this study problem solving in
these two types of projects is analyzed.
Managing open innovation in an environment with high technical and market uncertainty has a
lot of similarity with what Rittel and Webber (1973) call ‘wicked’ problems. Tame problems can
be compared with managing innovation to advance current business. The difference that Rittel
and Webber (1973) make between tame and wicked problems can therefore be used to
investigate what kind of problems standardization and technology licensing projects have to deal
with. And because people know how to deal with tame problems, but have often difficulties to
address wicked problems this can lead to new insights about managing open innovation. To
investigate the complexity of problems in standardizations and technology licensing projects the
following research question is formulated.
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1. Do standardization and technology licensing projects contain wicked problems?
In addition to looking whether these projects contain wicked problems, it is even more
interesting to investigate how people address situations that have a high degree of wickedness.
Are they aware that not every problem can be analyzed complete and that an opportunity-driven
approach is need? Do they use tools to help them to improve their understanding and to make
decisions? How are they dealing with the high technical and market uncertainty? Before
something can be said about how to improve decision making in standardization and technology
licensing projects therefore these questions need to be answered. To answer these and other
questions the following research questions is formulated.
2. How are people dealing with situations in standardization and technology licensing
activities that contain a high degree of wickedness?
These first two research questions are relevant for both science and practice because the answer
can provide new insights in how to manage innovation in an environment with high technical
and market uncertainty. Not much is written yet about managing open innovation at project level
in scientific literature and also companies are struggling with how to deal with these type of
activities. Wicked problems are very hard to understand and also always new and novel. And
because the social environment, with all kind of political and cultural influences, complicates the
situation, they do not have one definitive solution. Instead of looking for this solution, it is
important to focus on the quality of learning about the situation. And this is one of the main
reasons why people have trouble with solving wicked problems. The type of learning that is
required to solve wicked problems is obstructed by defensive behavior of which people are
suffering. This defensive behavior is learned by society and results in routines in organizations
that are anti-learning and therefore a barrier to solve wicked problems. These routines are called
Organizational Defensive Patterns (ODP) and need to be overcome to solve wicked problems. If
managing open innovation is related to solving wicked problems it is interesting to analysis the
presence of this defensive behavior and the consequences it has. Therefore the following
research question is formulated.
3. Are Organizational Defensive Patterns a barrier to deal with wicked problems in
standardization and technology licensing activities?
ODP are widely discussed in literature but companies are often not aware of this defensive
behavior. The answer to this question can therefore give new insights to organization about how
learning can be improved in problem solving but especially the link with managing open
innovation is also relevant for science. By investigating how people are dealing with wicked
problems and whether their defensive behavior is a barrier to solve them, a conclusion can be
drawn about opportunities for improvement. A group of tools which are called soft problem
approaches can help to deal with wicked problems and overcome defensive behavior. These
approaches can challenge the mindset of decision makers and let them consider new possibilities.
Discussions are more structured and the whole problem can be addressed instead of simplifying
the situation. These tools are however not as simple as organizing a brainstorm session and often
people find these tools too complex. The result is that they are not used properly or not used at
all. Therefore, also implementation issues and how tools can be customize so they become
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practical is taken into account. In this study the application of two specific tools is analyzed: Soft
Systems Methodology (SSM) and Scenario Thinking. Both these tools aim to add understanding
to a situation rather than to provide one single answer. They help the user to look at a situation in
a different way and the focus is on perceptions and opinions. SSM is an approach which is based
on the idea that people perceive a problem or situation differently. People focus on different
aspects and therefore also on different solutions. In a wicked situations often different groups of
stakeholders and involved which have their own ideas and interests. SSM is an approach which
helps in this kind of situations to look at it from another perspective and create a shared
understanding. People need to express and question assumptions and this will give new insights
which helps to increase understanding and decision making. SSM provides a number of
techniques which structure thinking and learning and enable the discussion about a situation. But
these techniques also make the tool complex and therefore the following research question is
formulated.
4. Is Soft Systems Methodology an approach which can be used during standardization
and/or technology licensing activities to improve decisions making in wicked situations
and how should it be implemented and used to become practical?
Scenario Thinking is a tool that is developed to prepare organizations for the future by
considering alternative futures instead of a single forecast. High technical and market uncertainty
are one of the main complicating factors in managing innovation and Scenario Thinking can be a
tool to reduce the risk. A strategy can be developed based on alternative scenarios or it is
possible to test an already existing strategy against different futures. Scenario Thinking is
however often applied on a higher level in the organization. The analysis whether it can also be
applied on project level therefore has both relevance for practice and science. Because the
resources to build scenarios at project level are limited compared with the organization level, a
method has to be developed that is practical and appropriate for decision making in projects.
Therefore the following research question is formulated.
5. Is Scenario thinking an approach which can be used during standardization and/or
technology licensing activities to improve decisions making in wicked situations and how
should it be implemented and used to become practical?
In the first chapter of this master thesis, the concepts and theories of Open Innovation, Wicked
problems, Organizational Defensive Patterns, Soft Systems Methodology and Scenario Thinking
are introduced and discussed. This chapter ends with the introduction of a model that combines
the theories which is the bases of this study. In chapter 2, the department of the Royal Philips
Electronics were the survey is conducted is described. This department is called Philips
Intellectual Property & Standards (IP&S), and they are among other things working on
technology licensing and standardization projects. The research design is given in the third
chapter. In the chapters 4 and 5 the complex situations in standardization and technology
licensing projects are analyzed and the first three research questions are answered. Chapters 6
and 7 focus on the design of a concept solution and implementation and the fourth and fifth
research questions are discussed. In chapter 8 recommendations are given based on the findings
of this study and in the final chapter conclusions are drawn and limitations and future research
are discussed.
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1. Literature overview
In this chapter an overview is given of the literature used in this study. First, a description is
given of the change in innovation paradigm from closed to open innovation and the challenges
this brings for organizations. Also standardization and licensing activities are discussed.
Secondly, the differences between tame and wicked problems are described. In section 1.3,
barriers for learning are described and how these affect solving wicked problems is discussed.
Soft problems approaches are techniques that can help to address wicked problems, and two
specific techniques are discussed in the sections 1.5 and 1.6. In the end, a model that combines
the theories of wicked problems, organizational defensive patterns and ‘soft’ problems
approaches is constructed.

1.1 Challenges in the open innovation landscape
A change in paradigm: From ‘closed’ to ‘open’ innovation
Innovation is vital for organizations to improve current and start new businesses and therefore
the stay successful. But in a world where everything is changing constantly, innovation has
become a difficult process to manage (Chesbrough, 2003). Till a few years ago, companies only
used internal ideas to develop new technologies which they brought to the market themselves. IP
rights were used to protect the investments organizations made in R&D and not to create a
competitive advantage by connecting IP to the business model and innovation process
(Chesbrough, 2006). By creating revenue from products they produced, organizations were able
to reinvest in R&D and develop new technologies. IP was developed and used internally, and
because of the defensive goals of IPR, lots of patents that were ‘lying on the shelf’ were never
commercialized. This view on the developed of innovation is called the ‘closed innovation’
paradigm (Chesbrough, 2003) and the concept is shown in Figure 1.1. Ideas of new technologies
are generated in the organization. Some ideas become research projects, and some of the projects
result eventually in products on the market. All these activities take place within the boundaries
of the organization, research and development have a strong connection and the firm is internally
focused (Chesbrough, 2003). And by a number of internal review moments, organizations try to
keep projects that initially looked appealing but turned out to be disappointing to a minimum.

Figure 1.1: Closed innovation (Source: Chesbrough, 2003)

The ideas behind closed innovation resulted in a virtuous circle where companies invest in
internal R&D, which leads to new technologies. This enabled the organizations to commercialize
products and services and to realize more revenue so more could be invested in internal R&D.
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The IP that resulted from this internal R&D was closely protected by IPR or secrecy so other
could not benefits from their inventions. The closed innovation paradigm generated success for
lots of companies in the previous century. Ultimately, changes in the economics of innovation
made it very difficult to stay successful. First, the mobility of high experienced and skilled
people increased which resulted in knowledge flowing to companies across the whole industry
(Chesbrough, 2003). The growing presence of private venture capital led to new firms that were
commercializing external research growing rapidly into valuable companies that were able to
compete with industry leaders. The costs of R&D increased, and shorter product life cycles made
it hard for organization to generate an acceptable return on investment from the R&D budgets
(Chesbrough, 2006). Because also a big part of the investments in R&D resulted in patents that
are not commercialized, making profit from R&D activities became difficult. Combined with the
presence of suppliers and customers with a lot of knowledge and the globalization of knowledge,
this resulted in a situation in which the ‘rules’ of closed innovation do not apply any more
(Chesbrough, 2003). Researchers that invented a new technology gained an extra, outside option
of commercializing it they formerly were lacking. If a company did not want to invest in the
further development, the scientists and engineers can decide to start a new firm to bring it to the
market. And while most of these companies were not successful, some of them were and this
broke the virtuous cycle which made organization success with internal R&D activities. In
industries where the factors discussed above can be found, the ideas behind the closed innovation
paradigm are no longer sustainable. A new approach towards managing innovation is emerging
called ‘Open Innovation’ (Chesbrough, 2003). The idea is that companies need to be open to
external knowledge and ideas but also allow more of their internal ideas and knowledge to flow
to the outside (Chesbrough, 2003). This concept is shown in Figure 1.2. Ideas can still be
generated within the organization, but it is possible that some of them are commercialized by
paths outside the firm. This is called the inside-out process and an example is a start-up company
staffed with some of the company’s own employees that commercialize internal ideas outside the
company. Another possibility is that ideas or technologies that are developed outside the
organization are taken into the organizational boundaries and brought to the market, the outsidein process. The lines that were solid in the closed innovation funnel are now dotted and represent
the interaction between the company and its environment. And while this process still tries to
reduce the projects that look promising in the beginning but end as a disappointment, it also
enable projects that seem worthless to turn out to be surprisingly valuable only probably in other
markets as intended (Chesbrough, 2003).

Figure 1.2: Open innovation (Source: Chesbrough, 2003)
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The principles behind Open innovation are completely different from that of closed innovation
(see Table 1.1) and therefore a different business model which uses both internal and external
ideas to create value has to be used. An open business model leads to time and costs savings in
the R&D process because organizations can profit from external developments (Chesbrough,
2003). Also the market revenues can increase because more markets can be addressed, for
example by using spin-offs or licensing deals (Chesbrough, 2003). And while the shift from a
closed to an open innovation paradigm is often described in high-tech industries, also in more
traditional and mature industries the principles can be applied (Chesbrough and Crowther, 2006).
Closed innovation
• The smart people in our field work for us
• To profit from R&D, we must discover it,
develop it, and ship it ourselves
• If we discover it ourselves, we will get it to
the market first
• The company that gets an innovation to
market first will win
• If we create the most and best ideas in the
industry, we will win
• We should control our IP, so that our
competitors don’t profit from our ideas

Open Innovation
• Not all smart people work for us. We need
to work with smart people inside and
outside our company
• External R&D can create significant value;
internal R&D is needed to claim some
portion of that value
• We don’t have to originate the research to
profit from it
• Building a better business model is better
than getting to the market first
• If we make the best use of internal and
external ideas, we will win
• We should profit from others’ use of our
IP, and we should buy others’ IP whenever
it advances out own business model

Table 1.1: Principles closed and open innovation (Source: Chesbrough, 2003)

Managing IP takes a central role in the open innovation landscape. While, in the past, IP issues
were often seen as activities for the legal department, open innovation companies regard IP as a
central part of the technology strategy and it should therefore be managed at the strategic level of
the organization (Chesbrough, 2003). And because the value of knowledge can change very
rapidly in today economy of innovation, active management of IP is needed. If a company moves
to late the costs are a lot higher than if it is moving to soon (Chesbrough, 2003). And while this
can result in cannibalizing existing sales, other firms will make a company’s products obsolete if
they do not do it themselves. Key for organizations in an open innovation landscape is to find out
what kind of research they should do internally, and how internal and external ideas can be
combined to create and capture value (Chesbrough, 2003). In the next paragraph, open business
models are discussed which are frameworks to link decision making about technology and IPR
issues with economic outcomes.
Open business models and organizational collaboration
A technology itself has no value and needs to be commercialized to capture value. A technology
can for example in integrated in the company’s products or services but also licensing the
technology to another organization, or launching a new venture, are paths to bring a technology
to the market. The way in which a technology is commercialized has influence on the revenue
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that is earned and therefore different business models should be evaluated to make a decision
about the path to the market. Because organizations are familiar with a particular business model
which brought them success in the past, every new opportunity is evaluated with the logic based
on this business model. However, a new technology has all kind of other characteristics and
should be judged taking all kind of business models into account. Therefore, to profit from
opportunities in the open innovation landscape, companies need to open up their business model
and find the best way to commercialize an innovation (Chesbrough, 2006). A business model is
defined here as is a framework in which the value proposition, market segment, value chain, cost
structure, profit potential, value network and competitive strategy of an organization are
addressed to link ideas and technologies to economic outcome (Chesbrough, 2006).
The last years, innovative companies started to take advantage of their own and others IP to
develop a sustainable competitive advantage by changing their business model. Buying and
selling IPR and licenses for IPR has become very important, consequently a completely new
approach towards IP management is needed for organizations (Chesbrough, 2003). The new
business models organizations use are more externally orientated towards value creation from
technology and result in more collaboration between organizations. Companies use all kinds of
strategies to improve their IP management, each with different risks and returns - for example,
acquisitions, joint-ventures, alliances, spin-offs and licensing deals. Especially the more flexible
types of cooperation, without equity involved, are used more often by organizations (de Man,
2006). But IP management is not the only reason to team up with other organizations. It can for
example also provide access to new markets and joint R&D activities can lower the risk of an
investment. A list of aims and benefits of networking with other organizations is given in Table
1.2. While companies were internally focused in the past, nowadays, organizations need to work
together and create situations from which they both benefit to manage IP, reduce risk, and create
a competitive advantage. Intermediate markets play an important role in open innovation to
transfer knowledge from place where it does not fit to companies where it does fit. In
intermediate markets, upstream suppliers license their knowledge to downstream developers and
producers (Chesbrough, 2006). In the open innovation environment it is possible that all kind of
ingredients for business success are spread over a number of companies and intermediate
markets help to bring these aspects together. Managing open innovation also given new
challenges to companies which are discussed in the next section.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Access to new markets
Increased efficiency
Lower risk of R&D
Access to specialized and complementary competences
Ability to serve individual consumer needs
Hedge against missing out on a technology
Set the standard
Obtain subsidies or government grants

Table 1.2: Aims and benefits of networking (Source: de Man, 2004)

Challenges with the new open innovation business model
Doing business in the new innovation landscape has led to new challenges for organizations:
identifying new and creative ways to exploit internal innovation, incorporating external
innovation into company product development, and motivating outsiders to supply an ongoing
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stream of external innovations (West and Gallagher, 2004). While organizations were focused on
their internal activities, companies now have to team up and form networks. Relevant resources
are, for example, often located outside the company and they can be dependent on other
organizations that developed complementary innovations to commercialize their new
technologies (Maula et al., 2006). Single companies are no longer competing, but groups of
organizations develop and commercialize a product and the value created is dependent on the
quality of the collaboration of the members (Vanhaverbeke, 2006). Predicting and understanding
important factors in an organization’s environment has always been a challenge to organizations.
But now organizations have opened up and have become more dependent on their environment,
understanding the environment has become even more important. The complexity and
uncertainty have however increased significantly in the last decades. Companies therefore have
to learn how to deal with this complexity and uncertainty to develop sound strategies and make
the right decisions in which often IP issues are involved. A second group of challenges is how
you should organize the collaboration with other organizations. It starts already with the
selection of one or multiple partners because these situations contain a lot of uncertainty (de
Man, 2006). When you have formed an alliance, problems that organizations have to deal with to
manage an alliance are low speed decision-making, complex knowledge management, changing
power balances, unethical behavior and strain on social ties (de Man, 2006). Other issues that are
of concern in open business models are, for example, deciding which information to should share
with whom, and how much you can rely on formal protection (Chesbrough, 2006). Collaboration
between organizations therefore brings new challenging situations for companies. In the next
paragraphs, two activities important to manage innovation are discussed which shows some of
the new challenges that the open innovation paradigms brings.
Standardization
Also before companies integrated the management of IP in the business models organizations
were working together to set industrial or formal standards. Standardization of a technology has
benefits for companies and consumers (Farrell and Saloner, 1985). For example to assure that
products of different organizations are compatible, companies are collaborating to create a
standard which should govern the interaction of products and components. Standards can also be
important to get a competitive advantage, because by promoting or preventing the adoption of a
standard, the competitive environment can be affected crucially (Besen and Farrell, 1994). If two
standards are competing in a market, this can even result in a battle between two standards which
often has major consequences for the company that loses the war (for examples see Shapiro and
Varian, 1998). Formal standards are developed to protect consumers from unsafe products and
companies from competing in markets where products are supplied with a very low quality.
Creating a formal standard is a process of a network of organization where government
institutions are working together with industrial players. The standard that is developed is a
qualifier for access to a market. Industrial standards are set to create benefits for both companies
and consumers. To create a industrial standard often a group of organizations (government is not
involved) is working together with the goal to develop a good, technical standard. If IPR is
involved the organizations often have to agree that the licensing conditions will be under
reasonable terms. If companies are collaborating in the creation process of an industrial standard
two different situations exist. If a few companies are working on the development of a standard
and they know each other well, the process is informal. A more formal way of creating a
standard is via a Standard Setting Organization (SSO) which provides a forum for companies to
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work together and build and market a new standard (Simcoe, 2006). While the goal is always to
develop a good, technical standard, each company however also has its own interests in a
standard creation process. Organizations that are collaborating in a standardization process are
often each other’s competitors in the market. The result can for example be that an organization
is only involved because it does not want the standardization initiative to succeed. Organizations
also often try to include their IPR in a standard so they can benefit from licensing royalties if the
standard is introduced to the market. SSOs however have developed licensing rules that should
arrange IPR issues but strict rules can have the result that organizations with large IPR portfolios
will leave the standardization initiatives (Simcoe, 2006). So, each organization has different
interests and therefore tries to manipulate the content of the standard as much as possible in its
advantage. While this has never been easy, the complexity increased significantly the last years.
First, because of the globalization of innovation more and more organizations are involved in the
creation process that all have their own interests. Secondly, all companies learned how to create
value from their IP which made this type of collaboration more complex (Simcoe, 2006).
Organizations can only guess about strategies and interests of other organizations and it is even
forbidden to discuss strategies between companies working on a standard. Companies have to
make a trade-off between collaboration and competition, and value creation and value capturing
(Simcoe, 2006). The result of this increase of complexity is that innovative organizations are less
willing to cooperate in a standardization process without licensing possibilities, in which they
have to compete on the implementation of the standard (Simcoe, 2006). The environment in
which standards are developed therefore has become less cooperative which made these
activities more difficult. So also existing collaboration initiatives have become more complex
now organizations learned how to extract value from their IP and the number of organizations
involved in setting a standard increased.
Technology Licensing
The change to the open innovation paradigm has resulted in companies actively searching for
ways to extract value from their IP. Licensing is a method that gives an organization the
possibility to make profit from their IP while another company brings the product to the market.
Licensing activities have an important role in the new business models (Chesbrough, 2006) as
can be seen at IBM who generated a revenue from licensing deals of more than 1 billion dollars
in 2000 (Lichtenthaler, 2006). A difference can be made between patent and technology
licensing activities. Patent licensing concerns an organization that uses a technology that is
patented by another organization and therefore has to pay royalties. It is possible that a firm
approaches an organization with the request to use a technology that is patented. Another
possibility is that the organization finds out that a party is using one of its patents and
subsequently approaches that party to enter into a licensee agreement. A patent licensing
agreement can also be the result of a standardization process. Technology licensing concerns the
licensing of IP which is often a combination of IPR and know-how. A company that does not
have the resources to do research is able to license the know-how to develop new products or
improve its processes (WIPO & ITC, 2005). Also the licensor has benefits of technology
licensing because he is for example able to enter new markets. In Table 1.3 an overview is given
of advantages and disadvantages of technology licensing for both the licensor and licensee. A
difference can be made between technology push and pull licensing activities. If an organization
approaches an owner of IP and asks about the licensing of a technology this is called technology
pull. If an owner of technology is actively going to look for a company to license a technology
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to, this is called technology push. Technology push costs often more effort because there is more
uncertainty about applications, markets and potential licensees. There are three situations
regarding a technology. Firstly, a technology is still used by the owner and the licensee also
wants to use the technology in the same market. In this situation it is important to look whether
there can be ‘cannibalizing’ sales. Licensing a technology to another party in the market can
however also increase the adoption of the technology or help to set a standard. Secondly, a
technology is used by the owner, but has also applications in other markets where the owner is
not active. In this situation, technology licensing can be used to generate more revenue by
addressing a market which was otherwise inaccessible for the owner of the IP. In the third
situation a technology is not used by the owner, and by licensing the technology to another
organization some revenue can be made to earn back the investments in research and
development. It is also possible that a technology is not suitable for licensing because the
technology is not mature enough or there is simple no demand from the market. Licensing knowhow and IPR, and especially pushing technologies into a new market for licensing are activities
for organization that have become important in the new innovative paradigm but bring new
challenges.
Licensor
Advantages
• The company that developed a
technology does not have to
commercialize a technology itself and
is able to earn incentives while staying
the owner
• By licensing a technology an owner of
IP is able to expand its activities to new
markets more effectively and with
greater ease

Disadvantages
• If a licensor invests to commercialize
the technology itself, it can be possible
to generate better profits
• The licensee can become the licensor’s
competitor
• If a technology is not clearly defined or
complete the licensor can be expected
to continue development to satisfy the
licensee
• The licensor can become dependent on
the skills, abilities and resources of the
licensee for profits

Licensee
•

•

•

•
•
•

Licensing can give access to
technologies so it becomes possible for
an enterprise to reach the market faster
with innovative technologies
A company that lacks the resources to
conduct its own R&D is able to license
technology to provide new or superior
products
A company’s current technology
portfolio can be extended by licensing
technologies which can create new
products, services and market
opportunities
The licensee can have made a
commitment for a technology that is
not ready for commercialization
A technology license can add a layer of
costs to a product that is not supported
by the market
If a company becomes too dependent
on the licensing of technologies, it can
become a barrier for future expansion
or to improve their products for
different markets

Table 1.3: Advantages and disadvantages of TL (Source: WIPO & ITC, 2005)
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Open Innovation and wicked problems
Innovative organizations changed or are changing their business models, to focus on internal and
external possibilities to extract value from IPR and know-how. Value extraction from IP,
teaming up and forming networks is needed for organizations to be successful in the innovative
landscape nowadays. In this new innovative landscape, interacting with the environment has
become very important for all kind of activities, but the complexity and uncertainty makes
strategy development and decision making hard. The complexity of standard creation processes
has increased and new activities like technology licensing are started to create value from IP but
bring new challenges to organizations. Chesbrough (2004) also recognizes that organizations
face new challenges because of the technical and market uncertainty. The following two
statements show the differences between managing innovation during the closed and open
innovation paradigm.
Innovation management Closed Innovation:
‘When you’re targeting your technology to your current business, it’s like a chess game. You
know the pieces, you know what they can and cannot do. You know what your competitors are
going to do, and you know what your customer needs from you in order to win the game. You
can think out many moves in advance, and in fact you have to, if you’re going to win
(Chesbrough, 2004).’
Innovation management Open Innovation
‘One cannot anticipate the best path forward from the beginning. Not only is this path unknown,
it is unknowable. No amount of planning and research can reveal the facts, because they simply
don’t exist yet. Instead, a firm must experiment, adapt and adjust in response to early feedback.
This is fundamentally different process from the usual one of advancing the current business,
more akin to a game of poker than of chess (Chesbrough, 2004).’
In the closed innovation landscape organizations were able to plan several steps ahead and the
needed information was available. Operating in the open innovation paradigm however results in
situations where lots of factors are unknown and even unknowable. These situations therefore
need to be addressed differently and require making decisions, doing experiments, launching
pilot programs, testing prototypes, etc (Chesbrough, 2004). The differences in managing
innovation in the closed and open innovation environment that Chesbrough (2004) describe
contain a lot of similarities with the differences between tame and wicked problems described by
Rittel and Webber (1973) and Conklin (2006). Chesbrough (2004) and Rittel and Webber (1973)
even use the same metaphor for managing closed innovation and addressing tame problems:
playing a game of chess. Playing chess is not simple but all information is available and you are
able to plan your steps. Chesbrough (2004) describes that managing open innovation is more like
playing poker and an opportunity driven approach is need just like with dealing with wicked
problems (Conklin, 2006). In the next paragraph therefore a literature overview is given of tame
and wicked problems and what the consequences are if you have to deal with a wicked problem
is discussed.

1.2 Tame and wicked problems
As discussed in the previous paragraph brings the open innovation paradigm some new
challenges to manage innovation. Technical and market uncertainty increase the complexity
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because often information is unknowable and this requires different activities as in the past
(Chesbrough, 2004). The characteristics of managing open innovation described by Chesbrough
(2004) have a lot of similarities with what Rittel and Webber (1973) and Conklin (2006) describe
as wicked problems. And while Chesbrough (2004) is limited in the indications how to deal with
these new challenges is more literature available how to deal with wicked problems. Therefore,
in this paragraph, the differences between tame and wicked problems are described and how to
address these situations discussed.
Rittel and Webber (1973) state that in the last decades, organizations learned to solve all kind of
problems. But now is known how to deal with a lot of relatively easy problems, organizations are
facing other kind of situations which contain a lot of uncertainty and are very complex. Often it
is even impossible to define a problem at all. Rittel and Webber (1973) identified these kinds of
problems in a planning environment and called them ‘wicked’ problems. They state that
scientists and engineers are usually focused on tame problems, as for example a mathematical
equation. Tame problems are manageable, come with a proper focus, the goal is clear, a problem
definition can be formulated, and relevant information is available (Conklin, 2006; Pacanowsky,
1995). Wicked problems are more complicated. Often the goals are not clear and defining the
problem can already be almost impossible. When Rittel and Webber (1973) first described
wicked problems, they distinguished ten characteristics. In the next 30 years the concept is
further developed which led to six characteristics of wicked problems that are listed in Table 1.4.
Not all six characteristics have to be present in a problem to be a wicked problem, and while it
can be useful to describe a problem as tame or wicked, most problems have degrees of
wickedness (Conklin, 2006). Dealing with wicked problems is often made more complex by the
social context of the situation. Different stakeholders have to be taking into account and also
political and cultural aspects are important. The effect of people from other organizations with
their own goals and values on a wicked problem is evident. But nowadays, also the people of a
project team within an organization often have different backgrounds, ideas and interests. They
look different at the problem and other issues are seen as important which increase the
complexity of the problem. So, both internal and external stakeholders of a wicked problem
increase the complexity of a situation.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

You don’t understand the problem until you have developed a solution
Wicked problems have no stopping rule
Solutions to wicked problems are not right or wrong
Every wicked problem is essentially unique and novel
Every solution to a wicked problem is a “one-shot operation”
Wicked problems have no given alternative solutions

Table 1.4: Characteristics of wicked problems (Source: Conklin, 2006)

Traditional problem solving tools and wicked problems
Traditional problem solving approaches are often based on the linear method of dealing with
problems. An example of such an approach, which is often used in organizations, is called the
‘waterfall’ model. You start with gathering data; next you analyze the data; formulate a solution;
and finally implement a solution. This traditional method of dealing with problems can be used
to solve tame problems within an acceptable timeframe (Conklin and Weil, 1998). But wicked
problems need to be addressed differently which will be made clear with the following
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experiment described by Conklin (2006). In the graph of Figure 1.3, the ‘waterfall’ model and
the thinking pattern of a person solving a wicked problem is shown. The person is constantly
shifting from thinking of the problem and thinking of a solution. But when he thinks he has
found a solution, new constraints or issues are identified which results in a better understanding
of the problem situation, but the solution is not useful any more. This process of learning about
the situation repeats itself many times and ends when the problem solver runs out of time or
resources. And at that moment he has to have a solution which is satisfactory.

Figure 1.3: Pattern of cognitive activity of one person (Source: Conklin, 2006)

Figure 1.4: Patterns of cognitive activity of two people (Source: Conklin, 2006)

In the graph of Figure 1.4, a thinking pattern of a second decision-maker is added which also
fluctuates. This graph makes clear why a lot of problems in projects occur. If you look at point A
in the graph, you see that both decision-makers are thinking of the problem and are gathering
data like they should do following the planning of the ‘waterfall’ method. However, at point B,
one of the decision-makers is still working on the gathering of data and understanding of the
problem. His colleague however thinks he found the solutions and is ready for implementation.
So during a meeting to discuss the problem they are talking about completely different issues
which lead to a very inefficient meeting. The decision maker that is still gathering data will also
get in trouble with his superior because he will ask him why the project is not up to schedule.
The understanding of the problem increases throughout the whole project and can be seen as a
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learning curve. A lot of solutions are identified which provides new insights but also shows that
other solutions should be found. This shows how problem solving and learning are tightly
intertwined (Conklin, 2006). So using a traditional linear problem solving tool will not work for
wicked problems because you will constantly learn about the situation and think of solution to
add understanding.
How to deal with wicked problems
Traditional problem solving tools are based on reductionism and problems are simplified to
develop a solution. While this works with tame problems, you end up solving the wrong problem
if you are simplifying wicked problems (Conklin and Weil, 1998). Wicked problems need to be
addressed as a whole because looking at different parts will result in overlooking some of the
interactions between the parts (Pacanowsky, 1995). The first step in dealing with a wicked
problem is to understand it is a wicked problem, and that traditional problem solving tools will
not help you to solve it (Conklin, 2006). People often do not accept that they are dealing with a
wicked problem, because this makes the situation more complex, and therefore simplify the
situation. People also typically approach problems in such a way that they making it almost
impossible to learn from each other and develop a common understanding of the problem
(Pacanowsky, 1995). Argyris (1999) called this phenomenon ‘organizational defensive patterns’
(ODP). This type of behavior is anti learning and therefore a barrier to solve wicked problems. In
the next paragraph, learning and barriers for learning in wicked situations is further discussed. If
you understand that you are dealing with a wicked problem and that there is no definitive
solution, you automatically shift to focusing on the quality of the process (Conklin and Weil,
1998). And learning about the problem and solution will ultimately have more value than one
right answer. Wicked problems are therefore never solved but a solution is ‘designed’ based on
how the problem is defined (Pacanowsky, 1995). In Table 1.5 aspects of solving a wicked
problem are given.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Look for opportunities, breakthroughs, synergies, connections, and allies
Decisions are made quickly because this will flush out new aspects of the problem
Meetings are used for learning and building shared mental models
Disagreement is welcome because this means stakeholders are putting all their cards on
the table.
Technologies are used that support communication
Promote capturing and sharing of soft information as ideas, questions, problems,
assumptions, opinions and constraints
Manage the scope of the problem

Table 1.5: Aspects of solving a wicked problem (Source: Conklin and Weil, 1998)

While diversity of experiences and background leads to discussion about the problem, this is
however also seen as one of the strongest benefits of a team (Pacanowsky, 1995). If
accommodation can be reached about the problem among stakeholders, it leads to a better
understanding of the situation and therefore a better solution can be designed. Eventually, the
solution to wicked problems in a complex social environment is therefore to create coherence
(Conklin, 2006). Stakeholders should share the same ideas of terms and concepts and their role
in the project or organization. This results in a shared understanding of the important issues of
the problem situation and a shared commitment. The increased coherence will improve collective
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intelligence which will make it easier to deal with a complex problem with a lot of uncertainty.
Solving a wicked problem is typically qualitative in nature and a systematic view is needed to
create effective collaboration (Whelton and Ballard, 2002; Conklin, 2006). In the paragraphs 1.5
and 1.6, two soft problem approaches are discussed which are developed to help people dealing
with the complexity and uncertainty of wicked situations.

1.3 Organizational Defensive Patterns and learning
‘In today’s business environment, problem solving is tightly intertwined with learning’ (Conklin,
2006) as also is shown in the previous paragraph. If you are solving a wicked problem you
should even focus on learning instead of trying to find one definite answer (Camillus, 2008;
Conklin, 2006; Pacanowsky, 1995). In this chapter the link between learning and solving wicked
problems will be described based on the work of Chris Argyris.
Theories of action
The starting point of the work of Chris Argyris is the idea that people have different mental maps
about the world and how to act (Argyris, 1999). However, Argyris (1999) argues that the way
people act, is not equal to what they say the rules are on which they base their decisions. People
have ‘espoused’ theories, which are assumptions and ideas about how they should manage their
lives, problems etc. But people use theories-in-use to guide how they actual behave. Argyris
(1999) states that people are not aware of the contradiction between the theories-in-use and the
espoused theories and therefore act inconsistently. They act differently than the way they think
they act and therefore the consequences are often different from the intention. This way of acting
is called ‘Model I theory-in-use’. In Table 1.6 four basic values are listed that determine how
people act following model I.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Achieve intended purpose
Maximize winning and minimize loosing
Suppress negative feelings
Behave according to what you consider rational

Table 1.6: Governing values Model I theory-in-use (Argyris, 1999)

The idea behind acting based on these values is that ‘people do not like embarrassment or threat,
feeling vulnerable or incompetent’ (Argyris, 1999). People act therefore defensive, which keeps
them from expressing the assumptions and ideas that are the basis for their decisions (their
espoused theories). This behavior is called defensive reasoning and in organizations this results
in Organizational Defensive Patterns (ODP) (Argyris, 1999). This defensive behavior is anti
learning and overprotective (Argyris, 1999) and therefore a barrier to solve wicked problems.
Organizational Defensive Patterns
The problem with defensive reasoning is that the motives of people are clean, and that they act
the best they can. Their behavior can therefore be seen as skillful (Argyris, 1990). They learn
these skills from society, but the actions they use are counterproductive. Argyris (1990) calls this
‘skilled incompetence’ because people skillful use Model I, but incompetence produces an
outcome that is different than the intention. ‘Skilled incompetence results in organizational
defensive routines, which are ‘actions or policies that prevent individuals or segments of the
organization experience embarrassment or threat’ (Argyris, 1990). Next, people act like they do
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not know that their actions or inconsistent or they deny that these inconsistencies exists. If both
these actions are impossible they blame others. This behavior is called fancy footwork (Argyris,
1990). Skilled incompetence, defensive routines, fancy footwork and the consequences of this
behavior are called organizational defensive patterns. There are two strategies to overcome ODP
(Argyris, 1990). The first strategy is to prevent to activate organizational defenses. This means
prevent people from failure that make them experience embarrassment or threat. A second
strategy is to teach the people new skills to overcome ODP.
Single- and double-loop learning
Argyris (1999) states that learning occurs with the detection and correction of errors. When a
solution is found for a problem, people evaluate the solution. If the conclusion is that the solution
is not suitable, people think of other strategies to solve the problem. Learning about different
strategies to solve the problem is called ‘single-loop’ learning. The solution somebody develops
is based on the governing variables people have (Argyris, 1999). These governing variables can
be seen as the goals, theories, frameworks, rules, and assumptions somebody has built up
because of previous experiences. During problem solving, people often take these governing
variables for granted when they are looking for a solution. It is however also possible that the
theories, frameworks, ideas and assumptions that are used to develop a strategy should be
reconsidered. This can lead to changed governing variables and a shift in the way solutions and
consequences are framed (Argyris, 1999). This type of learning is called double-loop learning
and this process is represented by the model of figure 1.6.

Figure 1.5: Single- and double-loop learning (Source: Argyris, 1999)

The link between wicked problems and learning
Dealing with a wicked situation means that you have to focus on the quality of the learning
process. Learning about the situation and reaching consensus result in a shared understanding.
The diversity of the team members provides the possibility to look at the problem in alternative
ways and they can learn from each other by sharing knowledge. However, the way people
address problems limits their access to knowledge, information experience and wisdom
extremely (Pacanowsky, 1995). People have defensive behavior so they do not have to express
their ideas and assumptions. These issues become ‘undiscussable’ and even the ‘undiscussable’
becomes ‘undiscussable’ (Argyris, 1999). Other team members therefore will not discuss or
question them, and a shared understanding of the problem is almost impossible. Because wicked
problems are novel and new, assumptions and learning from previous experiences needs to be
challenged. And while tame problems can be solved with single-loop learning, double-loop
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learning is necessary to address wicked problems (Pacanowsky, 1995; Whelton and Ballard,
2002). This will provide new insights and a better understanding of the situation resulting in
better decision making. But to make second-loop learning possible, people have to accept the
characteristics of wicked problems so ODP can be overcome. ODP are however not the only
factor that make solving wicked problems complex. Also the different interests of stakeholders
involved and for example the uncertainty about the future are factors that make a situation
wicked. A group of tools that is developed to provide new insights and a better understanding
and therefore to address wicked problems is called ‘soft’ problem approaches and are discussed
in the next paragraph.

1.4 Soft problem approaches
The previous sections described the characteristics of wicked problems and the barriers that exist
to solve them. In this paragraph a type of problems solving approaches is discussed that is able to
address these wicked problems and overcome defensive reasoning. These tools are called ‘soft’
problems approaches1. These approaches are often based on systems thinking instead of
reductionism which is used in most traditional problem solving methods. The idea behind
systems thinking is that a problem is more than its parts and that the situation therefore needs to
be addressed as a whole. This thinking method helps people to overcome ODP during problems
solving and lets them see patterns and creates possibilities to improve these situations (Fulmer et
al., 1998). In Table 1.7 general characteristics of soft problem approaches are listed. These
characteristics show why soft problems approaches are able to support people in dealing with
wicked problems.
1. Aim to add understanding of the situation, rather than provide a single definitive answer
to a problem
2. Help the user to look at the situation in a different way
3. Often the process is as important as the end product
4. Often require the participation of multiple actors with a plurality of views
5. Focus on the perceptions and opinions
6. Often contain an analytical component, typically qualitative in nature

Table 1.7: Characteristics of soft problem approaches (Source: O’Brien, 2004)

Scenario thinking and Soft Systems methodology (SSM) are two soft problem approaches that
can help to deal with wicked situations and overcome organizational defensive behavior. These
approaches have different characteristic and therefore situations in which they should be used. In
the following two paragraphs these approaches are described and an explanation is given why
they can help people to deal with wicked problems.

1.5 Soft Systems Methodology
SSM is an approach mainly developed by Peter Checkland at the University of Lancaster. He
developed this approach to address problematic situations in which somebody has the idea that
improvements are needed, but what, and how it should be improved is unclear (Checkland and

1

Wicked problems are also described in literature as unbounded or ‘soft’ problems. The group of tools to address
these problems is therefore often called ‘soft’ problems approaches.
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Poulter, 2006). Because these situations are always complex and contain multiple interactions it
is impossible to simplify the problem. An approach is needed that is able to address the whole
situation. SSM is therefore based on the ideas of systems thinking and purposeful actions.
Interpretive approach and purposeful actions
SSM is an interpretive approach, which means that is does not believe in one objective world or
problem situation. People all have a different view of the world and therefore also of problematic
situations. These different views result in different interests and issues that are considered as
important and can make problems very complex and hard to solve. SSM is an approach that tries
to deal which these different worldviews, or as often described by Peter Checkland,
'
Weltanschauungs'
. Another key idea of SSM is that people always try to act purposefully and
not simply by instinct or randomly (Checkland and Poulter, 2006). And these purposeful actions
can be treated as systems. Based on different views people have of a problematic situation,
different models of purposeful action can be constructed. The main idea of SSM is that these
systematic models can be compared with the real situation. Based on the differences, desirable
and feasible actions to improve the situation can be developed.
An example of a '
systems'model of a purposeful action can be seen in
Figure 1.6. The purpose of this '
systems'model is to improve the property of a house owner. The
worldview related to this model is that the house owner thinks he can do useful DIY jobs to
improve the value of his property. His neighbors or his wife can have a different worldview. For
example that his painting skills are not very good and that they could better hire a professional
painting company. So the next step would be to make also a purposeful activity model from the
worldview of another person who is affected by the situation.

Figure 1.6: Model of a system to paint a fence (Source: Checkland and Poulter, 2006)

In summary, Checkland and Poulter (2006) describe SSM with the following four points:
• There is a problem situation which can be improved
• Models of purposeful activities that are relevant for the situation can be constructed
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•
•

The models can be used in a process to explore the situation
By comparing the models with the real situation a structured debate can be held about
desirable and feasible change

The process
SSM is a flexible approach and not a technique or method, but a set of principles which can be
adopted and adapted to every problem situation that needs to be improved (Checkland and
Poulter, 2006). The process of SMM can be seen as a learning cycle, with the following types of
activities:
• Finding out about the problematic situation
• Make some purposeful, systematic models relevant to the problematic situation, each
based on a particular worldview
• Use the model to question the real situation
• Define/take actions to improve the situation
These actions are however not steps that can be followed sequentially, but will be done
simultaneously and each activity can be done multiple times in the learning cycle. For each
activity techniques are provide that can provide structure in a situation.
SSM and wicked problems
The main contribution of SSM to solve wicked problems is that this approach is able to provide
structure to discuss and think about the situation so a shared understanding and commitment can
be reached. Using models that represent the problem situation has the result that people have to
express and question their assumptions. By discussion of the models instead of the real problem
people are talking about the same things and are not thinking about other aspects of the problem.
SSM is also an approach which is able to deal with the complexity which is added to a problem
by the social context. The models that are used are based on worldviews of different
stakeholders, and some of the techniques of SSM focus on the cultural and political aspects of a
situation. SSM also recognizes the value of learning instead of designing a definitive solution to
a wicked problem. The activities of SSM therefore are not sequential steps but should be seen as
a learning cycle in which activities can be done multiple times. For each activity SSM provides
techniques that help to get a better understanding in different stages of the process. Finally, every
wicked situation is different and other techniques can be useful. SSM is therefore a flexible
approach and people can choose which techniques they think are useful in their situation.

1.6 Scenario Thinking
Scenario Thinking is an approach that is developed when organizations found out that traditional
forecasting methods were no longer able to prepare them for the future. The environment in
which organizations are operating has become very complex which increased the uncertainty.
Prediction of the future is therefore impossible. Scenario Thinking is an approach towards
thinking about the future without predicting it. By construction of a number of stories about the
future which are all plausible but uncertain, strategies can be developed to prepare the
organization for changes in its environment. It differs from most other forecasting techniques
because it provides a more qualitative and contextual description of the future (Schnaars, 1987).
While Scenario Thinking is mostly a qualitative approach, it is also possible to included results
of quantitative models. The scenarios that are developed can describe the change from the
present into the future or describe what the future will look like. Scenario Thinking has different
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applications and is for example often used for strategy development. It can however also be used
to test projects, business plans etc.
Advantages of scenario thinking
One of the advantages of Scenario Thinking is that decision-makers need to express and question
their assumptions about the environment when scenarios are created. The result is that
opportunities and threats that would not have come to the surface with other techniques are now
considered. Strategic conversations in the organization are key to this process and are made
easier because a common language throughout the organization is created. Another advantage is
the framework of Scenario Thinking is flexible and can be adapted to the wishes of the
practitioners if the underlying principles are taken into account. Also the use of stories
(scenarios) to communicate information has its advantages. Information about the future is
namely uncertain and complex and therefore it is often not possible to display it in tables or
graphs. Stories however have the advantages that they provoke openness too multiple
perspectives, aid coping with complexity, and give meaning to events (Chermack, 2004). Millar
and Waller (2003) listed some strengths and weaknesses of Scenario Thinking (Table 1.8).
Strengths
• Participative: insights are drawn from
many sources, thereby adding rich
details to envisioned futures and
enhancing learning
• Detail rich: Reaches beyond the
constrains of mechanistic models and
incorporates contingencies that are
difficult to quantify
• Narrative: Produces a series of stories
about plausible future states that take
into account the dynamic interactions
of key stakeholders and the
organization’s role in creating the
future
• Broad scope: Considers multiple
plausible scenarios, covering a range of
possible contingencies and outcomes; it
facilitates diverse perspectives and
helps uncover blind spots
• Systems thinking: Encourages learning
about the interrelations (including
feedback effects) among key
environmental variables
• Externally focused: Provides a
framework to envision long-range
opportunities and uncertainties in the
organization’s environment

Weaknesses
• Potentially unwieldy: Without logical
consistency and rigorous examination,
scenarios can be nothing more than
imaginative speculations
• Non-quantifiable: As many of the
inputs to a scenario planning process
are not quantifiable, the output is
likewise not quantifiable
• Biases: Envisioned scenarios may
reflect current circumstances rather
than future possibilities; dominant
personalities or group thinking can
limit the possibilities considered
• Lack of consensus: Because scenario
planning allows for divergent
perspectives, participants may not
converge on shared understandings or
common strategy

Table 1.8: Advantages and disadvantages of ST (Source: Miller and Waller, 2003)
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Disadvantages of scenario thinking
Often the costs of using Scenario Thinking are high because of the amounts of resources of an
organization that are needed (Verity, 2003). As a result, SME do not use Scenario Thinking and
multinationals only use the technique once every 3 to 5 years. The costs however do not always
have to be high. Because Scenario Thinking is a flexible approach it can be adapted to suit the
situation in which it is used. Another disadvantage of Scenario Thinking is that it is for managers
often hard to accept that the future is not predictable. Verity (2003) states that they have too
much confidence in their ability to predict the future, which can cause that the scenarios are not
able provide new insights to the decision makers. However, if the scenarios are not too extreme,
managers’ beliefs can be changed and Scenario Thinking can be used to understand the
uncertainty in the future.
Types of Scenario Thinking
Three different types of Scenario Thinking can be distinguished and all have their advantages
and disadvantages. ‘Intuitive logics’ is the Scenario Thinking approach as used by Shell, SRI,
GBN and SAMI Consulting. The main idea is that scenarios can help to change the mindsets of
managers so they can anticipate on and prepare for different futures (Ringland, 2006). By
creating coherent and credible scenarios, decisions and strategies can be tested for the future.
This approach has the advantage that it has the ability to develop flexible, internally consistent
scenarios from an intuitive and logical perspective. The team that works on the scenarios is very
important in this approach and the success depends on the communication skills and reputation
of the team. The other approaches are both more quantitative compared to intuitive logics
approach. The idea behind the second type of Scenario Thinking, ‘trend-impact analysis,’ is that
the forecast of one key dependent variable is adjusted based on the impact of possible events in
the future. The advantage of this method is that traditional forecasting techniques are combined
with qualitative factors. A disadvantage however is that this approach is not able to predict
unexpected events and therefore has some of the same disadvantages as traditional forecasting
methods (Schnaars, 1987). The ‘cross-impact approach’ is developed by the University of
Southern California and Battelle because of a need for interrelate intuitive forecasts. This
approach concentrates on how external and internal forces may interact to produce bigger effects
than the sum of the parts, or to increase the impact of one force because of feedback loops
(Ringland, 2006). Expert judgments and calculations are used to simulate different scenarios
which should provide new insights. The advantage of this approach is that it combines the
strengths of trends-impact analysis with the strengths of cross-impact analysis (Schnaars, 1987).
This technique has the disadvantages that events are randomly selected which results in
combinations of events that are very unlikely to occur. It also has high start-up costs and most
forecasters find it a difficult technique to work with (Schnaars, 1987).
Wicked problems and Scenario Thinking
Scenario Thinking is a completely different approach than SSM and should also be used in other
situations. SSM is focusing on stakeholders and political and cultural aspects. Scenario Thinking
is an approach which uses different plausible future, to explore what can happen. And by looking
at what can happen, an organization is better prepared for what will happen. By thinking of
alternative futures, an organization will recognize changes in its environment earlier and will
know faster and better how to respond to unexpected events. Scenario Thinking is able to create
a ‘memory of the future’ which enables second-loop learning (Fulmer et al., 1998) and by
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evaluating solutions based on scenarios, decision-making can be improved. One of the problems
with wicked situations is that they are always novel and new and that previous experience is
therefore of limited use. Feedback therefore also loses its value and organizations have to focus
on feed-forward (Camillus, 2008). Scenario Thinking is an approach that can prepare
organizations for the future as tools for feed-forward (Camillus, 2008). Understanding wicked
problems is often difficult because of the complexity and all the interactions between
components. People therefore often simplify a wicked problem while this will not help to solve
it. Scenario Thinking will help to identify all kind of factors related to a problem also when their
relevance is limited. In next step the importance of factors and their uncertainty is addressed.
These steps help to address the wickedness of situations without simplifying it and therefore
Scenario Thinking is an appropriate tool to address wickedness. By discussing stories of
alternative futures in a non-hostile environment decision-makers will express and question there
assumptions during strategic conversation and develop a common understanding of the situation.
High technical and market uncertainty can be addressed by evaluating alternative futures but also
other factors can be taken into account like social and political issues. The effective use of
Scenario Thinking is seen as a challenge for organizations that want to improve organizational
learning but companies that are experienced with this method value it high (Fulmer et al., 1998).

1.7 The general model
As described by Chesbrough (2004) changed innovation management with the shift to the open
innovation paradigm. In this chapter, innovation management is compared with addressing
wicked problems and is suggested that the degree of wickedness is increased with the change to
the open innovation landscape. A different approach is needed to address wicked problems
compared to tame situations. ODP need to be overcome and soft problems approaches can help
to improve decision making. In the final paragraph of this chapter and model (figure 1.8) is
introduced that combines the theories described in the sections 1.2 to 1.6 and which is the bases
for the remainder of this report.
In some problematic situations a clear problem definition can be defined and alternative
solutions can be evaluated. These problems do not have to be easy but you know that if you
invest some time in it you can solve the situation. Rittel and Webber (1973) call is kind of
situations ‘tame’. In other situations which are often messy and hard to understand it is however
already very difficult to define the problem and evaluating alternative solutions becomes almost
impossible. The social environment with all kind of political and cultural issues often further
complicates the problem. These situations are called ‘wicked’ problems (Rittel and Webber,
1973). A wicked problem does not have a final solution and therefore a trade-off has to be made
between the budget, time and requirements. And if there are no resources left, a decision has to
be made about a solution. And while traditional, linear problem solving tools will help to solve a
tame problem, you end up solving the wrong problems if you apply such an approach to a
wicked situation (Conklin, 1998).
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Figure 1.7: General model addressing wicked problems

To deal with wicked problems you have to improve the understanding of the situation and all the
aspects that are involved. By evaluating alternative solutions the understanding of the situation is
increased because each solution reveals new aspects of the problem. This type of learning is
called ‘single-loop learning’. People however only evaluate solutions that fit within their mental
models and therefore do not express and question their assumptions. And while this is
appropriate to address tame problems a different kind of learning is needed to solve wicked
situations. Wicked situations are always new and novel and it is impossible to completely
understand the problem before a solution is implemented. To developing a solution based on
assumptions you got from previous experiences therefore will not solve the problem. You need
to be open to new ideas and possibilities and willing to express and question assumptions. This
type of learning is called second-loop learning. The problem however is that people have all kind
of defensive behavior which blocks second-loop learning. These barriers are called
Organizational Defensive Patterns. The main cause for these barriers is that people not want to
feel threatened or embarrassed. And they developed all kind of skills from society to prevent
this. This behavior is however overprotective and anti learning. The first step is that you accept
you are dealing with a wicked problem and that it is impossible to simplify the situation to
design a solution. Next, people have to be open for new ideas are willing to express their
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assumptions and question theirs and others assumptions. If this process is done in a non-hostile
environment a shared understanding can be created which is the basis to come to a solution for a
wicked situation. To help to address wicked problems and overcome ODP, soft problem
approaches can be used as for example SSM and Scenario Thinking. SSM is an approach which
can help to deal with wicked problems because it provides a structured way of thinking,
generates new insights, and is able to deal with the different interests of stakeholders. Eventually,
a shared understanding of the situation can be reached which is very important to design an
implementable solution. Scenario Thinking focuses on dealing with the uncertainty and
complexity of the organization’s environment in the future. By constructing a number of stories
about plausible futures, organizations can test projects and business plans and develop better
strategies. Organizations are also better prepared for unexpected changes and can react faster to
new developments because they already thought these through during the constructing of the
scenarios. This is especially important if you are dealing with wicked problems because
strategies or decisions always need to be adjusted and scenarios let you think already about these
actions before they are needed. Soft problem approaches open up the mental models of the
decision makers and let them think of new opportunities and threats and increases their
understanding of the situation. Eventually this leads to a better response to a wicked problem and
organizations are prepared for adjustments that are needed to further improve the situation.
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2. Philips Intellectual property & Standards2
The research questions introduced in the beginning of this report are investigated at the
department of Royal Philips Electronics which is working on standardization and technology
licensing activities (Philips IP&S). Philips is a company that is worldwide involved in the
development and commercialization of technologies for Lifestyle, Healthcare and Lighting.
Philips has over 60.000 registered patents which shows its innovative nature, and in 2007,
Philips invested 1.6 billion euro in Research and Development. Philips adopted an open
innovation strategy and works activate together with partners to bring more innovations to the
market faster and more effectively. Philips is therefore a perfect company to investigate the
research questions. Philips Intellectual Property & Standards (IP&S) is the department of Philips
that is concerned with the protection of the technologies of Philips R&D through intellectual
property rights (IPRs). This department is part of Philips Corporate Technologies under which all
organizations that support the BG to commercialize innovations are located. Philips IP&S is also
actively seeking to license technologies to other organizations. By sharing their knowledge, other
companies can develop new products or enter new markets, and Philips is able to improve the
ROI of the development of the technologies. A difference is made between two types of
licensing namely patent licensing and technology licensing. Patent licensing is also called ‘stick’
licensing and with this type of licensing the licensees are forced to pay when they are using a
technology that is patented by Philips. When one tries to create a win-win situation for Philips
and the licensees this is called technology or ‘carrot’ licensing. For this type of licensing it is
important that the licensee recognizes the benefits of the license. Another difference is that with
stick licensing only patents are licensed and technology licensing often concerns a combination
of IPR and know-how. A third activity is that Philips IP&S participates in the development of
two kinds of regulation and standards. One group of people is working on Formal
Standardization & Regulation (FSR) and they facilitate the market access for Philips products.
This is done by helping businesses meet the conditions of particular markets regarding formal
standards and technical regulations. The goal is to satisfy the standards and regulations at the
lowest possible costs and time delay. Another department of Philips IP&S is steering and
participating in global standardization initiatives to ensure that new standards contain Philips IP
solutions. This group is called Systems Standards & Technologies (SST). Projects that are
working on this second type of standardization initiatives and technology licensing activities are
part of analysis of this report and are therefore described in more dept in the remainder of this
chapter. In Figure 2.1 an overview is given of the activities of IP&S and where the technology
licensing projects and standardization projects are located is shown.

2

Source: pww.ips.philips.com and www.ips.philips.com
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Figure 2.1: Overview Philips IP&S

2.1 Technology Licensing
An organization can chose between two types of protecting know-how or technology. The first
approach is to use methods to protect it legally. Dependent on the type of IP a company can use
patents, copyrights, software, design rights, trade marks or domain names. Other types of IP
cannot be protected by legal instruments and organizations therefore protect these by keeping
them secret. Sometimes organizations also protect IP that could be protected legally by keeping
it secret because if legal instruments are used, as for example patents, IP has to be made public.
A famous example is that the Coca Cola Company protects its recipe for coke secret already for
a long time. In Figure 2.2 an overview is given of methods to protect IP.

Figure 2.2: Overview of methods to protect IP legally and through secrecy
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By patent licensing agreements Philips is licensing out IP that is protected by legal instruments.
Knowledge about a technology that is related to the patent but is not included in the patent is not
made available to the licensee. This knowledge however can be very useful for other
organizations if they want to integrate the IP into their processes or products. Technology
licensing therefore involves the licensing out of both IPR and IP protected by secrecy. Licensing
out technology results for Philips in extra income from the investment made in R&D and Philips
is also able to earn money from IP that is not protect by IPR. Another advantage for Philips is
that it can increase the speed of a market introduction. Technology licensing can also be the
result of a standardization initiative. Both patents and know-how can be involved but the
contracts related to patents are often for a longer period. Licensing projects take around 9-12
months. First, 3-4 months Philips IP&S is doing research on the technology. Next potential
licensees will be contacted and possibilities for the use of the technology will be discussed.
Finally the negotiations about the contract will be done.

Figure 2.3: Phase technology licensing

In Figure 2.3 the phases of technology licensing at Philips IP&S are shown. In the introduction
phase, IP&S will discuss with the owner of the IP what technology licensing is and what the
intentions, consequences and goals are. In the second phase, IP&S helps the business unit to
identify the valuable technologies for outside markets and they are brought to the technology
licensing group. Next, in the assessment phase, a business case for the technology in an outside
market is made. The decision to make the technology available for the market is made together
with the owner of the technology. In the last phase the marketing and sales activities will be done
which is lead by the technology licensing group within IP&S. Eventually the business unit will
help to transfer the knowledge and they will receive the revenue that is made via IP&S. IP&S
delivers a project leader, a technology licensing officer (TLO), which is responsible for the
whole project. A TLO is mainly working for only one of the sectors Philips is involved in. They
have a number of projects in their portfolio that they are working on. This can be technology
push and pull projects in which sometimes it concerns technologies, applications and markets
they are familiar with but they can also be completely new. In the project, TLOs are working
together with IP counsels, patent attorneys, people from the legal department, inventors of the
technology, and the owner of the IP.

2.2 Industrial Standards
In this paragraph setting industrial standards in SST projects is discussed. Philips IP&S is
involved in industrial standardization projects which may range from monitoring to coownership/co-funding depending on the perceived future licensing possibilities. These are long
term projects which can take more than 10 years. In Table 2.1 a list is given of the benefits for
Philips of initiating and participating in these industry initiatives.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Opportunities to tune global standards in line with Philips vision
Early access to specifications, prototypes and legislation
Full understanding of standards
Eliminate obstacles to market sales and speed-up mass market adoption
Reduces risk first movers companies
Improve corporate image
Enhance Philips image of industrial leader
Exploit ability of marketing benefits through PR, promotion and branding
Reward of R&D efforts through licensing programs.

•
Table 2.1: Benefits Philips IP&S SST

Figure 2.4: Phases of standardization

In Figure 2.4, an overview of the process of standardization is given. First, in the landscape
phase, opportunities for the standardization of a technology are identified and evaluated. In this
phase often the technology is still under developed which leads to a high technical uncertainty.
Which applications and markets are interesting for this technology is therefore also not clear yet.
Next in the assessment phase the costs, technical viability, business opportunities for products,
standards within and outside IP&S are evaluate and a decision is made whether a project is
started. The opportunity is discussed with the BG group that is involved in the commercializing
of the technology and they should support the project. Also partners are looked for who could
participate in the development of a standard. In the standardization project, Philips is developing
together with other organizations a technical standard and also trying to include Philips’ IPRs.
This is a process of negotiating about specifications, legal and IP issues, marketing of the
standard and compliance policies. A standardization officer of IP&S is the project leader of the
project and is also responsible for managing the project within Philips. People with knowledge of
technology are located within other departments an also need to be involved in the
standardization process. In the beginning of a project often people from the departments
Research and Applied Technologies are involved. This changes over time when the businesses
get interested as more becomes clear about applications.
In this study problems project leaders of SST and TL projects have to deal with are investigated
and analyzed on wickedness. How the address complicated situations is looked at and also ODP
are taken into account. Recommendations are given concerning the application of SSM and
Scenario Thinking in these projects and issues related to the implementation are addressed. In the
next chapter, the steps of the research design and quality criteria of the methodology are
discussed.
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3. Research design
In this chapter the research design used to answer the research questions is introduced and
discussed. In the first paragraph the research type and method is discussed. The second
paragraph describes the controllability, reliability, validity and recognition of the results
concerning the research methodology. In Figure 3.1 an overview is given of the research design.

Figure 3.1: Overview of research design

3.1 Research type and method
Business problem solving
The study described in this report can be seen as what Van Aken et al. (2004) describe as a
design-oriented and theory-based business problem solving project. The theories of tame and
wicked problems, and single- and double-loop learning used to investigate complex situations in
standardization and technology licensing projects. And by focusing on whether and how SSM
and Scenario Thinking can be applied to problems in these projects, carefully a solution is
designed. To solve a business problem Van Aken et al. (2004) suggest to use the steps from the
regulative cycle as can be seen in Figure 3.2. This report focuses on the ‘Problem definition’,
‘Analysis and Diagnosis’ and ‘Solution and Implementation’ step. The ‘Implementation’ and
‘Evaluation of the solution’ are not part of this study. During the investigation however already
issues important for the implementation are taken into account.
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Figure 3.2: Regulative cycle (Source: Van Aken et al., 2004 based on Van Strien 1975)

Problem definition
The main objective of this project was to investigate how SSM and Scenario Thinking could be
applied to standardization and technology licensing projects to improve understanding of
complicated problems and which leads to better decision making. This objective contains a
problem (understanding of complicated problems and making decisions) and also already part of
a solution (implementation of SSM and Scenario Thinking). Normally however a business
problem is more open-ended and a solution is not included in the problem definition (Van Aken,
2004). But for the ‘client’ of this project (Philips IP&S), how to apply SSM and Scenario
Thinking is one of the major issues and therefore the following problem definition is formulated:
‘Situations people working on in standardization and technology licensing projects often are
very complex because of the different internal and external stakeholders involved, and high
technical and market uncertainty. Overseeing and understanding a problem can become very
difficult which makes decision-making hard. The question is whether Soft Systems Methodology
and Scenario Thinking can help to improve understanding and decision-making and how they
can be made practical to implement and use.’
Analysis and diagnosis
The main objective of the ‘Analysis and diagnosis’ step is to validate the business problem and
the causes and consequences (Van Aken et al., 2004). The first three research questions
formulated in the introduction of this report are investigated and discussed during this phase.
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This part of the project can be seen as an exploratory study (Cooper and Schindler, 2003) in
which the theories of wicked problems and ODP are used to explain the problem and therefore
also give insight into solutions. A difference can be made between two methods:
conceptualization, empirical elaboration (Van Aken, 2004). In this study a conceptualization
approach is used in which the framework developed in section 1.7 describes the problem and the
relationship between the different causes and effects. Because the framework is explaining why
people in standardization and technology licensing projects can have problems with
understanding complicated situations, this framework is leading the diagnosis part of the study
(Van Aken et al., 2004). But because it not possible to measure dependent and independent
variables of the framework, an empirical approach is chosen to study the problem and the causes
and effects (Van Aken et al., 2004). By two rounds of open interviews information is gathered
about whether the framework of Figure 1.8 is able to explain the difficulty of understanding and
decision-making in standardization and TL projects. In the first round project leaders are
questioned about complicated situations, failure of projects, wicked problems and ODP. The
results are analyzed and the findings are validated during interviews if the functional managers
of the respondents of the first round. Open, in-depth interviews are chosen as an instrument to
gather information because this provides the researcher with the possibilities to go deeper into a
specific topic or ask for clarification. All interviews done were personal conversations which
have the advantage that the quality of information received is better than with other methods
(Cooper and Schindler, 2003). Because the size of the group of potential respondents was limited
is chosen to interview all project leaders of SST and TL projects and their functional managers.
In total are nine interviews held about TL projects and nine about standardization projects. The
findings from these interviews and conclusions that are drawn are discussed in chapter 4 and 5.
Solution and implementation design
The goal of the ‘Solution and implementation design’ phase is to develop a concept that solves
the business problem and give recommendations about the implementation. The most powerful
support can be given by field-tested and grounded solution concepts (Van Aken et al., 2004).
Van Aken et al. (2004) also state that if there is sufficient design-oriented research on the
problem and solution available this can be reviewed, and an appropriate solution can be chosen
which adjusted based on the specific problem and context. Scenario Thinking is widely discussed
in scientific literature and indications are given about why, when, and how to apply this
technique. To design a Scenario Thinking technique to apply in standardization project therefore
a literature review is done and recommendations are given about the implementation. Soft
Systems Methodology is an approach which is less studied and reviewing literature did not lead
to a solution concept that could be applied in TL projects. Therefore a pilot study is organized to
test the usefulness of this approach and get insight in how this methodology could be adjusted so
it becomes practical to use and implement. During this pilot study, the techniques of SSM are
applied to a real TL case one of the project leaders was working on. In two workshops the
participants (TLOs) were shown how to apply this approach and ask to use the techniques to
discuss the TL case. The feedback of the participants of these workshops was used to decide on
the usefulness of SSM and develop a manual about how and when to apply this tool. A
cost/benefit analysis is done for the application of Scenario Thinking in SST projects and SSM in
TL projects to justify the solutions. However, prediction the benefit in amount of money was
very difficult and therefore only the operational consequences of the benefits and how learning is
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improve is described. The solution concepts and implementation of the tools is discussed in
chapter 6 and 7.
Implementation
While the implementation phase started after this report was finished, also already during the
‘Analysis and diagnosis’ and ‘Solution and implementation’ phase implementation issues are
addressed. If you start to deal with political and cultural issues which have influence on the
implementation, at the implementation phase, it is too late (Van Aken et al., 2004). During the
project is therefore tried to create a bases for the implementation of these kinds of tools by
keeping people involved in the project. First, by interviewing all people that are affected by the
implementation, they all have been involved in the project. Secondly, the functional managers
are interviewed to check the findings of the first round of interviews and each month an update is
send to them. Also is tried to create awareness of the project by an interview with the author of
this report which is posted on the homepage of the intranet of Philips IP&S. Finally, a
presentation is given about the findings of this survey to the monthly IP&S colloquium.
Evaluation
The ‘Evaluation’ phase is the final step in the regulative cycle of Figure 3.2. This evaluation
refers to careful observe and appraise the process of the problem solving project and the
implementation of the solution (Van Aken et al., 2004). In chapter 9, the process will be
evaluated and limitations and future research is discussed. It is however to earlier to evaluate the
proposed solutions and whether they really improve performance therefore should be judge in
the future.

3.2 Controllability, reliability, validity and recognition
In this section the quality of the research done will be discussed based on the controllability,
reliability, validity and recognition of the results which are the most important criteria (Van
Aken et al., 2004). The controllability of the research results should be proved by describing how
the investigation is done and the results should be presented as precisely as possible so the study
can be replicated (Van Aken et al., 2004). The general rule of thumb which Van Aken et al.
(2004) suggest is to ask whether somebody else is able to replicate the survey. And by describing
the research methodology used and presenting a conceptual framework based on scientific
literature, this rule is satisfied. Reliability is related to controllability and can therefore be
defined as whether the results of the study are independent of particular characteristics of that
study and can be replicated in other studies (Swanborn, 1996). The first source of reliability is
the researcher conducting the survey. The nature of the study and problem required open
interviews and interpretation of the results which made the influences of the researcher
significant. And because of the nature of this project (Master thesis project) there was no
possibility to repeat the survey by another person. While only open interviews are used to gather
information, within one interview different types of questions are used to measure the same
variable which increase reliability. For example, to test whether people have to deal with wicked
elements, first questions were asked about characteristics of their projects so the researcher could
interpret their answers. Next, the theory behind wicked problems is described to them and the
question is asked whether they think themselves whether they have to deal with wicked
problems. A third source of reliability are the respondents selected for the study (Van Aken et
al., 2004). Because the group of potential respondents was relatively small, all of them are
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interviewed. To further improve reliability also their functional managers are questioned to
validate the findings of the first round of interviews. Because the measurements are done under
all kind of circumstances over a period of a few months and therefore their influence on the
results are limited. The third criterion for the evaluation is validity and three different types can
be distinguished: construct validity, internal validity and external validity (Van Aken et al.,
2004). Construct validity concerns whether the interviews were able to measure what was
intended to measure. Open interviews were held with the respondents because than the
researcher has the possibility to interact and ask additional questions. The constructed validity is
therefore high because this measurement instrument provided the possibility to cover all aspects
of the concepts discussed. The internal validity judges whether the conclusions about
relationships are justified and right (Van Aken et al., 2004). Because the analysis of the results
many involves interpretation of the theory and findings by the research is hard to judge internal
validity. However, by discussing the conclusions of the analysis with the managers of the
respondents is tried to validate these results. When findings of a study can be generalized
situations, organizations, industries, etc. the external validity is high. In this study only two types
of projects related to innovation management are investigated in one particular company. This
makes the generalizability of the research results and conclusion to other organizations and
projects or innovation management in general hard. The objective of this study is however to
improve understanding and decision-making in the type types of projects studied. The lack of
external validity is therefore less relevant while the findings give some indications that are
interesting to investigate further. The final criterion discussed is whether the principal client
recognizes the findings. Because recognition is crucial for the successful implementation of
changes, results should be presented to the people involved in the study. Therefore, monthly
updates are sent during the investigation to managers involved and also presentations and
meetings are held to discuss the results. Finally can be concluded that the researcher has
influenced the results which because of the nature of this study, and measuring instrument
chosen, which decreases the reliability. But by testing conclusions by more interviews and a pilot
study the results are validated and the quality of the results and conclusions are improved.
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4. Analysis and diagnosis of SST projects
In this chapter, the information gathered with the interviews concerning SST projects is analyzed
and the answers are given to the research question concerning the validation of the problem. In
the first section the wickedness of problems in SST projects is addressed and based on the
conclusions the first research question is answered. In paragraph 4.2, people deal with wicked
problems is described and in the final section ODP are addressed.

4.1 Wicked situations in SST projects
To analyze whether SST projects contain wicked situations, three situations are identified that
provide the most challenges and have a major influence on the success of the project. These three
activities are listed in Table 4.1 and discussed and analyzed on wickedness below.
1. Collaboration with and getting acceptance from the business unit
2. Dealing with the uncertainty of the technology and market
3. Trade-off between working together with competitors and other organizations to create
value while capturing value for Philips.

Table 4.1: Complex issues in SST projects

Collaboration with and getting acceptance from the business unit
The technologies standardization projects are working on are important for the businesses in the
future, for example, because they may be needed to generate money from a standard. The BU
has to understand the opportunity or need for a standardization of a technology. During the SST
project, collaboration with the business unit is important because IP&S does not has the
resources to do the project themselves and therefore the acceptance of the BU is needed. Getting
acceptance and collaboration with the BU can however be a complicated process which contains
a lot of wicked elements as is illustrated with the following example:
‘The Healthcare BU of Philips is involved in the market for systems to monitor patients in their
own home. Together with other organizations, Philips IP&S worked on the standardizing of new
technologies for applications in this market. The introduction of the standard to the market gives
however some problems. One of the causes is that health issues are organized differently in all
countries which make the situation complex. However, also the Healthcare BU of Philips is
increasing the complexity. The CTO of the department of Philips that is responsible for the
emergency response systems says that this new standard and the technologies are not important
at all in the coming years. He does not want to get involved in initiatives that are ahead of the
market for a longer period. The collaboration with the BU is however needed to develop and
introduce the standard and the attitude of the CTO therefore further increased the complexity of
the project.’
This example also already gives an indication of the cause of this problem. The BU namely has a
time horizon of a few years while standardization projects are long term projects. IP&S and the
BUs therefore have different interests because of the difference in goals. The shift to the open
innovation paradigm has changed the strategy of the BU. They focus on integrating technologies
to satisfy the needs of the customers and can use internally developed technologies but also have
the possibilities to purchase IP. They are therefore less dependent on internal research and the
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link between research and development loosened up, as is also described by Chesbrough (2003).
The research departments are doing research for new technologies for the long term and
standardization initiatives are started with technologies that are still in the research phase. Often
applications are not clear yet and the technology is therefore also not ready for integration into
products. For the BU these projects are getting interesting when applications are clear and they
can integrate technologies into new products. Getting acceptance and involvement from a BU for
the standardization of a technology that is still in the research phase can therefore be hard. This is
however not only a problem for standardization projects but for the development and
commercialization of inventions in general. In literature this gap between research and
development is often called the ‘Valley of Death’. This is the gap between a technical invention
or market need recognition and effort to commercialize it (Markham, 2004). Because acceptance
and involvement of the BU is often needed also in the beginning of a standardization project, a
lot of effort has to be put in getting it. A difference can however be seen between the different
customer segments of Philips. Consumer Lifestyle has a lot more experience with the benefits of
standardization, compared to Lighting and Healthcare, and their willingness to participate is
therefore often bigger. The situation discussed is a complex situation but to answer the first
research question an answer has to be given whether this situation can be called ‘wicked’.
Getting acceptance can be seen as a situation that has all kind of wicked elements. There are no
given alternative solutions to get the acceptance of the BU and even if they accepted the project
still a lot of effort has to be put into keeping them involved. Also political and cultural issues
have to be taken into account during communicating with the BU and convincing them of the
need of a standardization project. However, the wickedness is dependent of a number of
characteristics of the project. First, which BU should accept the project is important because their
experience with standardization has influences on their willingness to collaborate in a
standardization initiative. Also the way the BUs are structured increase the complexity and
speaking to the right people can be a challenge. Somebody involved in standardization initiatives
therefore stated in one of the interviews that, in the beginning it is sometimes good enough if the
BU turns a blind eye to the project and do not bother the people working on the standardization
initiative. This statement shows clearly the wickedness of the situation and that it not always can
be solved. Secondly, uncertainty concerning possible applications and markets are also
determining whether the BU will accept the project because they are focusing on integrating the
technologies into products. Also the way in which money can be generated from a standard is of
influence on the acceptance and therefore wickedness. If for example the opportunities for
licensing are clear without the development of products by the BU, getting acceptance is easier.
So while each project that has to get acceptance, has to deal with some wickedness, each
situation is different, and also the level of wickedness.
Dealing with the uncertainty of the technology and market
The second issue that project leaders of standardization projects have to deal with is inherent to
the projects they work on. Because of the long duration of the projects, they have to deal with a
lot of uncertainty. If an opportunity is seen for standardization, the technology is often still in the
research phase. The applications of the technology and the market can however be unclear. Also
the strategy of the BU involved and other organizations that should be involved in the
standardization initiative are unknown. The result is that making decisions about opportunities
for standardization and what kind of strategy should be followed can be very hard. This
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uncertainty also makes the valuation difficult and estimations are therefore often to positive.
How uncertainty makes a standardization project wicked is described in the following example:
‘Philips is currently working on a project to standardize the technology for 3D applications. All
kind of organizations worldwide are also working on standardization initiatives concerning 3D.
Philips is not able to be involved in all these activities and therefore has to decide in which
initiatives is has to participate. However, which organizations can be important partners are
uncertain. Also aspects regarding the technology are unclear has for example what the carrier of
the data should. In this kind of standardization also the Hollywood studios are involved. They
want a fast market introduction, with a technology of a good quality and one technology that that
does not have to be replaced after a few years. This mixed of requirements can however not be
satisfied at the moment. The organizations that are working on standardization initiatives all
have different priorities between the demands of the studios. Making a decision which initiative
to participate in becomes even more complex.’
This situation contains all kind of wicked elements as already suggested in chapter two were the
first research question is introduced. The wickedness concerning the uncertainty of the
technology, applications and markets is the biggest in the landscape phase when standardization
opportunities are evaluated. The strategy that is developed at the beginning of a project has to be
adjusted often during the project with unexpected events. When progress is made, the situations
often becomes tamer. Not all projects however contain the same amount of wickedness
concerning uncertainty because wickedness is dependent on a number of factors. It starts with
the maturity of technology. If a technology is still in the research phase all kind of issues are
unclear. Also the uncertainty about applications and markets needs has a lot of influence on the
wickedness of a situation.
Trade-off between working together with competitors and other
organizations to create value while capturing value for Philips
The final issue that will be addressed is described by Simcoe (2006) as the trade-off between
creating value and capturing value that companies involved in a standard creation process have
to make. To set an industrial standard, companies have to work together that are each other’s
competitors in the market. These organizations have one common goal and that is the
development of a good technological standard. They have however also their own interests about
the eventual content of the standard. So, the result is a very complex situation, in which
organizations are working together while they have all kind of contradictory interests. When you
are working on a standardization project you however always lack information about the
strategies, interests and IPR of other organizations. To arrange IPR issues standards are often set
under RAND conditions3. Talking about strategies with organizations that are involved in the
development of a standard is even not allowed. Reaching Philips objectives in this environment
can become very hard. A difference can be made here between situations in which only a few
organizations are developing a standard together in an informal setting where everybody knows
each other. Or a standardization initiative where for example 120 organizations are working

3

Reasonable And Non Discriminatory (RAND) licensing means that an organization agrees that if it has essential
patent included in standard, it will license the organization that want to implement the technology for a reasonable a
price and not discriminate among licensees.
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together in a formal organization and decisions are made by voting. In the formalized
environment reaching Philips objectives becomes even more difficult. Different interests and
ideas of organizations can even result in a clash between groups of organizations as is shown by
the following example:
‘A few years ago, Philips was involved in the development of a standard for the recordable DVD.
A group of companies wanted to standardize a technology for a recordable DVD for the
computer environment. Philips and some other companies however proposed to develop a
standard for a recordable DVD for the TV environment. After a voting, the decision was made
that Philips’ proposal was not continued. Philips decided to start a new standardization
initiative to develop a standard for their idea. The other group of companies did not accept this
and it resulted in a big fight between the two groups of companies. The situation became very
messy and a lot of political issues were involved. The competing group of companies for example
tried to convince the studios in Hollywood that Philips wanted to by-pass the copyright laws with
their initiative.’
Reaching the objectives Philips has set for a standardization project can be a situation that is very
wicked because often there is only a suspicion of interests, strategies and IPR of other
organization. Understanding their actions and developing a plan how to reach Philips goals is a
difficult process. The wickedness is however not the same in all projects during the negotiations
about the content of the standard. The number of organizations involved and whether Philips
worked together with them before for example are indications of the complexity. Also whether a
formal or informal process is used to develop a standard is of influence. Other factors that
determine the wickedness are the contradictions in interests and the knowledge Philips has of the
interests and IPR of other organizations.
Conclusion wickedness SST projects
So, do people working at SST projects have to deal with wicked situations? In summary can be
said that standardization projects have all kind of wicked aspects that make situations complex
and uncertain. Because in each project internal and external stakeholders are involved, and the
long time horizon increase the uncertainty, situations are never tame, always new and novel and
no straightforward solution is available. The wickedness of situations in a project is however
dependent on a number of factors which are listed in Table 4.2.
The involvement of the BU
• The experience of the BU with standardization
• Way to generate revenue from a standardization initiative
• Uncertainty of strategy BU
The technology, applications and markets
• Maturity of technology
• Uncertainty concerning future applications and markets
• Existence of competing technologies
• Uncertainty about who are partners to work together with
Organizations involved in standardization initiative
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•
•
•
•

Number of organizations involved in standardization initiative
Formal or informal organization of standardization initiative
Difference in interests between organizations setting a standard
Knowledge of strategies, interests, and IPR of other organizations

Table 4.2: Factors that have influence on the wickedness of a standardization project

4.2 How are project leaders of SST projects dealing with
wicked situations
To answer the second research question is in this section describes how the complexity of the
three situations discussed above is dealt with. First, a lot of effort has to be put into getting
acceptance from the BU because of the difference in time horizon. A lot of communication is
needed and sometimes the network somebody has built up in the past can help to speak to the
right people. Listening to the BU about their ideas is important in this process. And often in the
end the BU recognizes the need for a standardization project and accepts it. To deal with the
uncertainty of the technology and market a number of methods are used. First, market surveys
are used. Philips IP&S also has an own department that is looking for information about market
opportunities. Standardization managers use their own experience and talk to colleagues to find
parallels with other projects. Other people from their network are also used as source for market
information. No tools are used to predict the future or provide forecasts by the standardization
officers. The Hype Curve of Gartner (see Fenn and Raskino, 2008), which describes different
phases a technology can go through, is sometimes used to check a strategy for a standardization
opportunity. By combining these activities it is tried to reduce the uncertainty and manage the
risk involved in decision-making in standardization projects. By keeping the general objective in
mind and developing a strategy to accomplish the goals of Philips one aims to deal with the
situation of making a trade-off between creating and capturing value. A lot of negotiation and
trying to reach concessions is needed. Philips tries to find out what is important for other
organizations and watches closely the moves of organizations that can harm Philips, or moves
that are not understood. Often however, people of other organizations and their interests are
known and together with technology trends and suspicions a strategy is developed. Sometimes
also a game theory tool is used. This is a tool that helps to provide insights in the interests and
strategies of other organizations and what your strategy should be to reach your goals. Game
theory can help dealing with a wicked situation and to reach the goals in a project but this tool is
never completely used. In short, project leaders communicate a lot with internal and external
stakeholders that are involved in the project to increase understanding of a wicked situation.
Tools that can help to overcome ODP so people have to express and question their assumptions
are however not used. This makes learning about the situation difficult and also building a shared
understanding becomes hard.

4.3 ODP in SST projects
In this section, is considered whether ODP are a barrier to deal with wicked situations in SST
projects as is suggested by the third research question. First the question whether people accept
they have to deal with wicked problems is addressed because this is described as the first barrier
to solving wicked problems and improve learning. Next, ODP that play a role in the situations
described above are addressed.
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Recognizing wicked situations
The first step in dealing with a wicked problem is to accept that it is not a tame problem and that
simplifying the problems will not help you to solve it (Conklin, 2006). People however suffer of
skilled incompetence and therefore treat each problem as whether it is tame because this makes it
easier to solve the problem (Conklin, 2006). Most of the people interviewed however recognize
the difference between tame and wicked problems after these concepts are introduced to them.
They gave examples of tame and wicked situations and described characteristics that determine
the wickedness of a situation. Which organizations and the number of organization involved in a
standardization initiative, uncertainty about technology and market, and the phase of the
standardization initiative give for example an indication of wickedness. Standardization officers
often also recognize that situations not always can be solved and you have to push the project
forward until uncertainty is reduced and the situation is better understood. Making decisions in
this kind of situation can be necessary to find out more about it and adjust your actions based on
the results can sometimes be the only way things can be done, as one of the project leaders
stated. The findings are different from what is described in literature but it can probably be
explained by the experience people have that are working on standardization projects within
Philips. One of the interviewees stated that young engineers think they can analyze everything
and come up with alternative solutions to solve a problem. People working on standardization
projects probably learned through the years that not every situation can be addressed with a
linear approach, and therefore recognize the difference between addressing tame and wicked
problems and also know better how to address them.
ODP in wicked situations
The second step in dealing with a wicked situation is to create a shared understanding in which
the quality of the learning process is important. Second-loop learning should be enabled which is
often obstructed by ODP. For example, at the beginning of a new standardization initiative there
is a lot of uncertainty. People have a lot of assumptions about how a technology and market are
going to develop based on earlier experiences. Assumptions are by people often seen as the
reality and they are not open for new insights. A statement of one of the interviewees that proves
this statement is that often decisions are made to do things people are familiar with based on
assumptions but often things turn out to be different as expected. This is a good example of
single-loop learning where assumptions and experiences are used to make decisions. Wicked
situations however have the characteristic that they are novel and new and it is therefore not
possible to trust only on previous experience. People have to express their and challenge each
other’s assumptions so they can learn from each other and build a shared understanding. The
different interests of IP&S and the businesses however result in situations that people are not
always open to communicate about assumptions and build a shared understanding. This can
result in meetings in which defensive reasoning makes people not open for new insight and not
willing to accept a standardization project. Also if people are discussing their view of the future
they see the view of somebody else as an alternative, and are not aware that both these views are
based on assumptions that should be discussed. Procedures and rules that are developed by the
higher management can also be a barrier during a standardization process. From the interviews it
became clear that standardization projects differ a lot and that it is therefore impossible to
develop detailed procedures for these activities. A lot of the standardization officers also never
looked at the procedures. In Table 4.3 an overview is given of ODP that came up during
interviews. Not all of these ODP are related to dealing with wicked problems. However, also
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some of the ODP that people often have that are described by Argyris (1990), were not found
during the interviews with the project leaders. For example, Argyris (1990) states that people
often only see the negative consequences of changes in the organization. When changes in the
structure of IP&S were discussed people were mainly positive. Argyris (1990) stated also that
people are very afraid to make mistakes. But some of the participants of the interviews also
described that with wicked problems it is not possible to make only good decisions and that the
only thing you can do is to improve the situation if a mistake is made. Other ODP, as for
example that some situations in organizations are undiscussable and that people often do not act
on opportunities they see for improvement, were found at IP&S. Concluding it can be said about
ODP in SST projects that standardization officers recognize the difference between tame and
wicked problems and that it is not always possible to solve a situation they are working on. And
while this is the first step, a shared understanding should be developed and learning improved by
expressing and questioning assumptions. ODP however obstruct this process and therefore
should be overcome.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Defensive reasoning in meetings which makes people not open for new insights
People do not express and question their assumptions
Some issues within IP&S are undiscussable
Procedures and policies can be a barrier
People often do not act on opportunities they see for improvement within IP&S
In a standardization initiative you have to communicate in a way such that other
organizations do not feel embarrassed or threatened

Table 4.3: Overview of ODP found in SST projects

Conclusion SST projects
Based on the findings of the interviews about SST can be concluded that the degree of
wickedness in a standardization project is dependent on a number of factors (table 5.2). The main
factors that complicate standardization are the technical and market uncertainty. This uncertainty
is related to other factors and therefore further increases the wickedness. The collaboration with
the BG involved in the standardization initiative is for example made more difficult because they
focus on the short term while standardization project have a long horizon. While wickedness
decreases when progress is made, also setting a standard together with other organizations is a
process with all kind of wicked elements. A trade-off has to be made between value creation and
value capturing while limited information is available about strategies, interests and IPR of other
organizations. While ODP are found (table 5.3) that affect learning in standardization projects
also some ODP were not found that were expected. The standardization officers for example all
recognized that complicated situations they have to deal with often contain degrees of wicked
elements. The standardization officers also know by experience that communication is very
important to address wicked situations and that sometimes decisions have to be made to reveal
new information. Some of them are also aware that it is impossible to do everything right and
that it is important accept that you will make mistakes and that you have to adjust them. The
experience standardization officers have helps them to address wicked problems but they need to
be aware that this also limits them in finding solutions and evaluating opportunities because
assumptions are often not expressed and questioned. They do not use tools to help them to deal
with wickedness and therefore soft problems approaches could improve their understanding and
decision making.
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5. Analysis and diagnosis of TL projects

In this chapter technology licensing projects are analyzed and answers are given to the research
questions concerning the validating of the framework introduced in section 1.7. In each
subchapter one of the research questions discussed in the introduction is addressed.

5.1 Wicked situations in technology licensing projects
In this paragraph is described whether TLO have to deal with wicked situations in the projects
they are working on. Based on interviews with the project leaders three situations are identified
that are crucial for the success of a TL project and can be complex. In Table 5.1 the main issues
that increase the complexity in TL projects are listed and these will be further discussed below.
1. Reaching agreements with internal stakeholder
2. Finding a technology – market combination suitable for technology licensing
3. Negotiation with potential licensee

Table 5.1: Complex issues in TL projects

Reaching agreements with internal stakeholders
Licensing know-how and IPR are activities that are relatively new to Philips which it started
after it has opened up its business model to extract value from its IP. The consequences and
benefits of licensing technology to another organization is therefore not always known and
understood by departments of Philips. If an opportunity for technology licensing is identified,
often the first challenge for a TLO is therefore to reach internal agreement with the owner of the
technology. This process can cost a lot of effort for a number of reasons. Firstly, other
departments can have wrong assumptions of technology licensing. The ideas behind the open
innovation paradigm have spread from the top down through the organization and while people
at a lower level often understand the concept, they act like they did in the closed innovation
paradigm. The result is that they can be very protective of the technologies they invented and not
even want to license out technologies that are not commercialized within Philips. Examples of
wrong assumptions about technology licensing and IP&S people in other departments are listed
in Table 5.2. Secondly, departments involved in a licensing project can have different interests
which can make reaching agreement hard. Even when agreement is reached, it still can be
difficult for a TLO to get people of the BU to work on the licensing project because they have
other priorities. The willingness to license is however also dependent on whether the technology
is already applied in Philips products, still under development or just ‘lying on the shelf’. From
the interviews became clear that especially middle management is hard to convince of the
benefits of licensing out IP. The character of a person is however also of influence. Dodgson et
al. (2006) however state that shifting to an open business model takes time and in a few years
collaborating with internal stakeholders will improve when the benefits of technology licensing a
spread out over the organization.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We did all the work and with technology licensing IP&S is going to earn all the money
If the technology is licensed out my job is in danger
If we are going to license the technology out we will give it to our competitor
Licensing out is dangerous for our own products
People working at IP&S are patent attorneys and legal people (instead of business
developers)
Why should we license the technology out if we are also having successful products in
the market ourselves
IPR should only be used to protect our own products in the market

Table 5.2: Wrong assumptions people in other departments of Philips have of TL and IP&S

Can this situation however be defined as a wicked situation? The wickedness of this situation is
dependent on a number of factors. It starts with whether the owner of the technology is already
familiar with technology licensing or that the TLO has to introduce the concept. Often the first
time, the TLO have to explain the consequences and benefits, and assumptions have to be
changed. Also the number of internal stakeholders involved increase the wickedness because
they can have contradictory interests and ideas. In this kind of situations, there is not one solution
that has to be found but an agreement has to be reached which is satisfactory for all departments.
The third factor is the situation regarding the technology. If a technology is ‘lying on the shelf’,
convincing people of the benefits of technology licensing is easier than if Philips has integrated
the technology in its own products. Also the experience of a TLO with technology licensing and
his contacts within Philips is of influence on the complexity. And because these four aspects are
different for each project, the wickedness a TLO has to deal with is also different.
Finding a technology – market combination
Licensing out technologies often involve situations of high technical and market and therefore
require a complete different approach as advancing current businesses (Chesbrough, 2004).
Intermediate markets are coming but are still under development (Chesbrough, 2006) and the
second difficulty for TLOs and their main challenge is therefore to find a technology – market
combination so value can be created from IP. This starts with the scouting of a technology that is
suitable for licensing. If a project is started for a technology that is not mature enough the chance
of success is minimal. A technology can have multiple applications that are interesting to look at
for a TLO to identify opportunities. Coming up with out-of-the-box opportunities can however
be difficult. Also making a decision about which applications to explore further and invest more
time and money in is hard because assumptions have to be made about the market. Next a
business case is developed about the technology – market combination and a potential licensee is
looked for. Finding a market for a technology and understanding the value chain so the right
companies (potential licensee) can be targeted are difficult activities. The first reason is that the
TLO have to work with a technology of which their knowledge is limited. Also the market for a
technology can be completely new and then time is needed to speak with different organizations
in the value chain to increase the understanding of the market. To reduce the time a TLO needs
to understand a technology and market, they are working for a specific sector of Philips. This
improves their knowledge of the market but also projects are done with completely new
technologies and markets. The time that is needed to increase the knowledge of a technology and
market is often not available in those situations and then it is important to make the right
assumptions. This lack of information and understanding of a technology and market can results
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in problems with scouting of a technology, understanding the value chain becomes difficult,
business cases are made on wrong assumptions, and no licensee can be found. Below an example
is given of how wrong assumptions can affect the success of a project.
‘Philips developed a scratch resistant coating for high temperature applications with good
cleaning (anti stick) properties which it used for the sole plate of high end irons. A technology
licensing project was started because Philips thought this coating could also have benefits in
other applications. A TLO discussed that opportunities with the owner of the technology and the
following alternative applications where identified: aluminum fences, bicycles, cookware and
bake ware, cylinders in engines, hot fluid containers, radiators, skates/skis. The question
however which of the applications provides the best opportunity and whether there are other
applications that also so be taken into account. Philips is not involved in these market and
therefore the knowledge of needs, important players, the value chains is very limited. Making a
decision about this situation contains a lot of uncertainty and complexity. Eventually a licensing
contract is signed with a coating supplier for the cook and bake ware industry but in the
beginning this situation contained a lot of wicked elements.
The wickedness of finding a technology market combination is dependent on a number of factors
of the particular project. Firstly, if a TLO is working on technology pull project, where the
potential licensee is known, uncertainty and the number of external parties involved is limited
and therefore also the wickedness. However, if opportunities are identified for the licensing of a
technology but applications, markets, value chains, needs of potential licensees are unclear the
situations can be very wicked, especially if also internal stakeholders increase complexity. The
TLO also have influence on the wickedness when they decide which opportunities they are going
to explore and invest more time in. Sometimes choices are made to explore applications and
markets on which already knowledge is available to limit wickedness while these do not have to
be the most promising opportunities. If progress is made and market needs, value chains and
potential licensee become clear the situations becomes tamer. The wickedness is also dependent
on whether a TLO is doing a project in the field he is specialized in or not.
Negotiating with a potential licensee
If a potential licensee is found that is interested in the technology the negotiations about
conditions and financial terms in the contract can also become a complicated situation. The first
reason is that the model Philips uses for technology licensing activities does not fit with all
potential licensees. Small companies and organizations which size can be compared with Philips
often have problems with conditions and financial terms that Philips wants. Philips for example
always wants a licensee also to invest in a technology. But for a small company this can be a
condition which they cannot fulfill. Philips licensing model for technology is also the same for
each sector while the needs of the licensees are very different. Exclusive licensing is for example
for Philips a condition which cannot be discussed. The need for exclusive licensing is however
dependent on all kind of factors, as for example the investment a licensee has to make in the
technology and the market of the application. A general rule concerning exclusivity therefore
limits the opportunities for technology licensing while situations can exists in which there are no
negative consequences for Philips to give an exclusive license. Also the lack of understanding of
the technology can give problems for the TLO in meetings with a potential licensee. The TLO
can for example lose the control of the discussion about the technology. A third aspect that
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complicates the negotiations is that the contracts that are constructed by the legal people of
Philips IP&S are very strong and in favor of Philips. For companies that do not have such a
strong legal department it can be hard to deal with these contracts. If they hire a legal company
to look at the contract to protect their interests, the situation can escalate, and end in a legal battle
about all kind of terms. Eventually it is possible that no agreement can be reached about the
financial terms. The wickedness of negotiating with a potential licensee is limited. Finding and
negotiating with a potential licensee can have wicked elements but uncertainty has decreased
significantly compared with the beginning of the project. In general the numbers of parties
involved are limited, the goals are clear and while negotiations can be difficult the situation often
can be analyzed and understood.
Conclusion wickedness in technology licensing projects
The above situations can all be complex but to answer the first research question, the question is
whether they can be called wicked. In summary can be said that the wickedness of a technology
licensing project is dependent upon multiple factors concerning internal and external
stakeholders, applications, markets, etc. In Table 5.3 factors that have influence on the
wickedness of a technology licensing project are given. So, TL projects always contain tame and
wicked elements but the ratio is dependent on the project. The wickedness however reduces
when progress is made.
Internal stakeholders
• Experiences of internal stakeholders with technology licensing
• Situation towards a technology (lying on the shelf, integrated in Philips products)
• Number of internal stakeholders involved
• Contradictions in ideas and interests of internal stakeholders
Technology – market combination
• Technology push or pull
• Knowledge of the technology
• Opportunities of applications and markets
• Considering only inside-the-box or also out-of-the-box opportunities
• Complexity of value chain
• Relation of Philips with organizations in the value chain
Negotiation with potential licensee
• Experience of potential licensee with technology licensing
• Fit between technology licensing strategy of Philips and potential licensee
Table 5.3: Factors that determine the wickedness of a technology licensing project

5.2 How are project leaders of TL projects dealing with wicked
situations
To answer the second research question is in this paragraph described how TLO are dealing with
wicked situations. TLO often are aware of the assumptions they have to change to convince
people of the benefits and consequences of technology licensing activities. They have to talk a
lot with the inventors and owners of the technology, give presentation about technology
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licensing, and approach people in a way they do not feel threatened. IP&S has to guide the
internal stakeholders in this process because these are new activities for Philips and still a lot of
departments have no experience with this kind of technology commercialization. If there is a
difference in interest between internal stakeholders, a TLO has to mediate between departments.
For example if IP is shared between BU’s, agreement has to be reached about dividing the
revenues. The internal stakeholders that are involved often have a good idea of possible
applications of a technology and TLO therefore often use their ideas. Sometimes brainstorming
is used as a tool to come up with out-of-the-box ideas but often this tool is not used properly.
Choosing which applications for a technology to explore and invest more time in after a first
evaluation of opportunities is a difficult process because assumptions have to be made as there is
lack of knowledge. While applications in a new market for TLO can be an interesting
opportunity, these options are not always explored as described in the previous paragraph. TLOs
use market reports to get a first idea of a market. Also the end-user of a value chain is important
to learn about the requirements and needs in a market. The Business Intelligence department of
IP&S helps the TLOs to find answers to specific questions. But if time is available they try to
talk to as much as organizations in the value chain as possible. A questionnaire is used to check
the attractiveness of a technology and whether a project should continue. The business case that
is developed has a standard format which describes the topics that need to be discussed. Also a
NPV is calculated that normally has a horizon of 5 years. In negotiations with a potential
licensee, experts in legal issues are involved to deal with the complexities of the legal issues.
With complicated negotiations sometimes a negotiation tool is used to increase the understanding
of the different interests. This tool can help to develop a negotiation strategy and see the
opportunities to reach agreement by both making concessions.

5.3 ODP in technology licensing projects
To answer the third research question is in this section discussed whether ODP are a barrier to
deal with wicked problems in technology licensing projects. First, is analyzed whether people
accept they have to deal with wicked problems because this is described as the first barrier to
solve wicked problems and improving learning about these situations. Next, ODP that play a role
in the situations described above are addressed.
Recognizing wicked situations
The TLOs recognize the differences between wicked and tame problems when the concepts were
introduced to them. They also recognize that working on technology licensing project has wicked
elements. The wickedness is however decreasing when progress is made and they also stated that
the characteristics of a technology have a lot of influence on the wickedness. Making a decision
can sometime be needed to narrow the project because otherwise no progress is made but a
solution can always be found, as stated by a TLO during one of the interviews.
ODP in wicked situations
People still see IPR has a way to protect technologies and are not open for the insight that value
can be extracted from IP by other activities than integrating them in products developed by
Philips. Wrong assumptions like listed in table 6.2 can resulted in barriers for TLO if they are not
expressed so they can be questioned. Sometimes when a TLO introduces the concept of licensing
a technology to the owner, the reaction is very defensive. This can result in a situation in which
the owner of the technology is not open for new insight and so it becomes very hard to change
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the assumptions about consequences and benefits of technology licensing. If a TLO wants to
convince the person he or she has to be careful and it can therefore cost a lot of effort. This is an
example of ODP TLOs have to deal with and by approaching people in a way they are not
feeling threatened they try to reduce the defensive reasoning. Also the formal organization of the
BU can make it hard to communicate with them and to find the right people. Collaborating with
people from other disciplines within IP&S can also lead to defensive reasoning because they
have a different mindset. Another type of ODP that are the procedures and policies TLOs have to
take into account. Because all projects are different, novel and new, flexibility and out-of-thebox thinking is needed to address a situation. Procedures are however limiting the flexibility, but
more importantly also out-of-the-box thinking and especially acting on out-of-the box
opportunities is limited. Exploring out-of-the-box opportunities costs more time and effort
because the knowledge of applications and markets is lacking. The time a TLO has to explore
opportunities is limited because he has to work on a number of different projects and resources
provide by the technology owner to improve understanding are limited. The result is that a TLO
often will chose to spend time on opportunities in a market he is familiar with while these can be
less promising. Another possibility is that he makes assumptions about the market of which
information is lacking to reduce the time. However, people are in general often too positive in
the assumptions they make which results in projects that do not deliver what was expected. In
table 5.4 also some other ODP that were found are listed. Just like described in the section about
ODP in SST projects, also in TL projects some ODP are not found that are described by Argyris.
TLOs do not only have to deal with ODP internally but also the potential licensee approach can
have defensive behavior. Defensive behavior which is well known is the not-invented-here
syndrome (Chesbrough, 2006) some organizations suffer of. Concluded, can be said that ODP
are barriers for TLO to consider and evaluate out-of-the-box opportunities and build a shared
understanding of consequences and benefits across people involved in the project.
•
•
•
•
•

Defensive reasoning and misunderstanding of other departments resulting from wrong
assumptions about technology licensing and IP&S
Different mindsets of people within IP&S can also result in defensive reasoning
Assumptions about applications and markets are not expressed and questioned
Some situations are undiscussable within IP&S
Procedures and policies can be a barrier

Table 5.4: Overview of ODP found in technology licensing projects

Conclusion TL projects
From the findings of the interviews of TL projects can be concluded that the degree of
wickedness a TLO has to deal with is dependent on a number of factors in the project (Table
5.3). If a potential licensee approaches Philips for a licensing agreement the wickedness is
limited. However, if applications are unclear, markets uncertain and who to approach in the
value chain vague the degree of wickedness is increased significant. Also the internal stakeholder
can further complicate the project. And while negotiating with a potential licensee can be
complex, the wickedness is limited and TLOs can use a negotiation tool to prepare themselves.
Especially with a department of Philips does not have any experience with technology licensing,
ODP can be a barrier for learning because they can have wrong assumptions. Finding a
technology – market combination is however the main challenge for TLOs. With limited
resources they have to explore, evaluate and prioritize between applications and markets.
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Expressing assumptions and questioning them is difficult because TLO work often individually.
This leads to limited out-of-the-box thinking. TLOs use a lot of communication to convince the
owners of technology, especially if ODP obstructs them from being open to new insights. No
tools are used to overcome ODP that are a barrier to think out-side-the-box and help to improve
learning. Therefore improvements can be made. Soft problem approaches can help to improve
the understanding of technology licensing opportunities and therefore decision-making.
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6. Solution and implementation design SST projects
In the previous two chapters the problem is validated and this and the following chapter a
solutions and implementation plan will be designed. In the first two sections answers will be
given to the research questions concerning application of SSM and Scenario Thinking to SST
projects. In the rest of this chapter the solution and implementation is described in more detail.

6.1 Can Scenario Thinking be applied to SST projects?
Based on the analysis of the wicked situations in SST projects and how they are addressed is
discussed in this section why Scenario Thinking is useful to improve learning and decisionmaking. This will provide an answer to the fourth research question and will be the basis for
recommendations about the implementation of Scenario Thinking.
In the beginning of a standardization project a lot of factors are uncertain which can increases the
wickedness and makes the development of a strategy and decision making difficult. The
experience people have is used to think of developments in the future and also all kind sources
that provide information of the market are used. Experience and assumptions however are not
able to prepare organizations of unexpected events. People often decide to explore opportunities
in areas they are already familiar with and but the assumptions made, are often too positive.
Strategies that are developed in the beginning of a standardization projects also have to be
adjusted often to anticipate on changes in the environment. Scenario Thinking is a tool that is
developed to prepare organizations for the future and lets them think of anticipating on
unexpected events already before they happen. Scenarios also open up the mindset of people and
let them consider new insights which can help to make decisions of opportunities for
standardization. A strategy developed for a project can also be evaluated against different
plausible futures which reduces the risk and can contribute to make decisions about investments
in unproven technology that will not move into the marketplace until some time in the future
(Ralston and Wilson, 2006). Scenarios of plausible futures concerning a technology can also help
with the communication with the business unit. The stories can help to stretch the focus of the
BU to the longer term and get them more interested in the project. The scenarios become a basis
to discuss the standardization project and provide a common language for strategic
conversations. Wickedness in a project is also increased by the trade-off that has to be made
between value creation and value capturing. The lack of information about strategies and
interests are important factors that complicate this trade-off. Uncertainty about the future is not a
major cause of the wickedness in this situation and Scenario Thinking is therefore not very
useful to improve learning and decision making about how Philips’s goals can be reached. In
scenarios that are developed in the beginning of a standardization project, the possibility that
collaboration can end in a clash, could be taken into account so what should be done can already
be thought of. But capturing value is not made easier by developing strategies of alternative
futures because the factors that complicate this process are the not taken into account in Scenario
Thinking. So, Scenario Thinking can help to reduce uncertainty and improve communication
with the BU but is not very helpful to make a trade-off between creating and capturing value.

6.2 Can SSM be applied to SST projects?
In this section is discussed whether SSM can be applied to SST by looking at the situations
discussed in section 4.1 to answer the fifth research question. The first situation that can increase
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the wickedness is getting acceptance from the BU. The BUs have a different horizon and
activities to focus on and are therefore not always open to consider standardization initiatives.
SSM can be used in meetings to consider different opportunities based on how different
stakeholders look at the situation. This can provide new insight and structure debating about the
situation. The models enable the discussion about a standardization initiative and it can therefore
help with the communication with the business unit and to get a project accepted. SSM is
however not able to deal with the uncertainty of the technology, applications, markets and
partners which are important factors concerning the wickedness of a project. SSM focuses on the
present while in the beginning of a standardization project forecasts are needed to decrease the
risks involved. Scenario Thinking is able to decrease the uncertainty by constructing stories of
the future and is also to improve the communication with the BU as described in the previous
section. Scenario Thinking is therefore more useful than SSM to deal with wickedness caused by
the uncertainty of the future and collaborating with the BU. Another wicked situation is making a
trade-off between creating value and capturing value. SSM is a tool that can help to thinking of a
situations based on the viewpoint from another organization in the standardization initiative.
Also political and cultural aspects are taken into account which can play an important role. SSM
could therefore be a tool which can help to increase the understanding of a wicked situation in a
standardization initiative. Standardization officers however have a game theory tool available
which is also applicable in this situation. SSM is developed to thinking of situations in which
there is a feeling something has to be improved but what and how is unclear (Checkland and
Poulter, 2006). Often SSM is used in situations where stakeholders can be involved in the
process. This is however not possible when decision have to be made in a standardization project
about strategies of other organizations. The game theory tool is designed especially to explore
strategies of other companies and develop a strategy to reach your goals while taking these
strategies into account. This tool is therefore better useful to deal with the wickedness in a
situation where a trade-off has to be made between creating and capture value. If a second tool is
introduced that can help in this situation people probably not going to use it. The game theory
tool is often not even used completely because of its complexity and SSM is often also seen as a
complex tool to use (Mingers and Taylor, 1992). In summary, Scenario Thinking has the
advantage that it is able to deal with the uncertainty of the future and game theory is especially
designed to reach Philips goals while taking the strategies of other organization into account.
Together with Philips is therefore decided to focus in the remainder of the paper on the use of
Scenario Thinking in SST projects. This does not mean that SSM is useless but other tools are
more useful. A pilot study to test SSM will be done in with a technology licensing project as
described in the following chapter. SSM is applied to a situation to improve understanding of the
opportunities for the licensing of a technology of hybrid material. If more experiences is gained
with SSM in TL projects it can in the future maybe also be applied to standardization projects.

6.3 The application of Scenario Thinking in SST projects
In this section how Scenario Thinking can be applied to SST project is described and
recommendations are given about the use and implementation. While this solutions and
recommendations are especially developed for standardization projects in Philips, they can also
be generalize to long-term projects in other organizations in which uncertainty about the longterm future significantly increase decision-making. Scenario thinking is an approach that can
improve decision making because bounded rationality is reduced, exogenous and endogenous
variables are considered, information stickiness is reduced, knowledge friction is enhanced, and
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alternative mental models are formed (Chermack, 2004). But when should it be applied in SST
projects? This will be discussed in the first paragraph. Next, a Scenario Thinking technique is
described shortly which is suitable to use in a standardization project and conditions that are of
influence on the success of using scenarios are discussed. Also recommendations are given about
the implementation and finally, costs and benefits of introducing Scenario Thinking in SST
projects are discussed.
When to apply Scenario Thinking?
Ralston and Wilson (2006) gave five indications when scenario thinking is useful which are
listed in Table 6.1. These issues can direct be linked with the situations in SST projects and show
when Scenario Thinking can be applied in the standard creation process. The focus is however
on the first two issues. From the analysis of wicked situations in SST projects became clear that
the uncertainty concerning all kind of important factors is the main element which increases the
wickedness in the beginning of a standardization initiative. Also the communication and
collaboration with the business units involved can further complicate this situation. The
difference in horizon a department is focusing on is however the main cause of this complicated
factor. Reducing the uncertainty is therefore key to deal with the wickedness in standardization
projects. Scenario Thinking is developed to deal with the wickedness related to uncertainty. In
general therefore can be said, that scenarios thinking can be used in standardization projects
when it is unclear how to deal with the uncertainty of important market, technical or other
drivers to make long-term, strategic decisions.
•
•
•
•
•

Linking strategic thinking to possible changes in the external environment
Problems communication about future and environment because of lack of common
language
Lack of innovative thinking
Focus on short-term goals and current crisis
Lack of leverage from the existing knowledge of the organization

Table 6.1: Reasons to apply Scenario Thinking (Ralston and Wilson, 2006)

As states in Table 6.1 helps Scenario Thinking also to shift the focus from short-term and current
issues to the long-term strategy. If also people are involved in the scenario thinking process from
the business units, it results therefore also in better collaboration to execute the Philips strategy
instead of the goals of the different departments. Scenario Thinking can be used in a SST project
with two different goals. The first goal is to use Scenario Thinking to evaluate opportunities for
standardization initiatives. In the landscape phase the uncertainty about the environment is high
and by the development of different stories of the future a better and shared understanding of
opportunities can be developed. The second goal for which Scenario Thinking can be used is to
develop a strategy for a standardization process or to test a strategy against alternative futures.
This should be done in the assessment phase or the beginning of a standardization project. By
developing a number of scenarios decisions can be made about all kind of strategic issues like,
for example, who are interesting partners to collaborate with, which markets should be focused
on for applications and which research initiatives to invest in. Innovative thinking is enabled, so
people working on a standardization initiative do not choose the alternative they are most
familiar with. The scenarios also help to prepare for unexpected events later in the project so
they can anticipate fast on changes. In both situations scenarios also improve strategic
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conversations because a common language is provided by the scenarios. Communication with
the BU about the future and environment can be improved and help them to shift their focus
from to the long term which makes getting acceptance easier.
The Scenario Thinking technique
In this paragraph the Scenario Thinking process is described. As described in section 1.6, three
types of Scenarios Thinking are distinguished. Because the trend-impact analysis approach is not
able to prepare organizations for unexpected events, and cross-impact analysis is a complicated
and expensive process (Schnaars, 1987), is decided to use the intuitive logics approach. Lots of
different techniques are available to construct scenarios based on the intuitive logic approach but
they are all based on the same model (Keough and Shanahan, 2008). Schnaars (1987) also states
that the decision to use this approach is more important than which technique is used. Important
characteristics of a technique used in a SST project are that it should be able to develop narrow
scenarios focused on a specific decision and that it is easy to use and implement. Chermack and
Payne (2006, based on Courtney, 2003) state that if focused scenarios are developed for specific
uncertainties that drive decisions, internal expertise and industrial experts can be used and the
importance of consultants and facilitators is limited. In Table 6.2 an overview is given of a
Scenario Thinking technique which is developed to apply in SST projects and has the
characteristics that are required. This method is based on a technique developed by the Open
University (2000) and is described in ‘Marketing in a Complex World: Complexity and the
External Environment’. The advantages of this approach are that it is a simply technique which
does not required any external participants (The Open University, 2000). This approach however
is limited in guidelines how to prepare a Scenario Thinking workshop and therefore some
elements are added based on a SRI-technique discussed in ‘The Scenario Planning Handbook’
from the authors Ralston and Wilson (2006). The handbook of the SRI is chosen because this
method is developed to create focused scenarios for strategy and decision making by the SRI that
has a lot of experiences with scenarios (Ringland, 2006).
Preparation
o Developing the case for scenarios
o Decide on ‘decision focus’
o Get support from decision makers
o Decide on workshop design
o Chose and invite participants
o Chose facilitator
Building scenarios
Step 1: Environmental analysis
Brainstorm market drivers and potential drivers that are of influence on business case
Step 2: Identify clusters
Combine the ideas identified during the previous step into clusters
Step 3: Select drivers
Clusters of drivers that are strategically important are selected to explore the consequences for
the organization
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Step 4: Develop frameworks
Develop a logical framework around the selected drivers
Step 5: Identify scenarios
Select some of the frameworks developed in the previous step as basis for scenarios
Step 6: Write scenarios
Write the scenarios in the most suitable form, matched with the target audience.
Step 7: Identify key issues
Examine the scenarios to identify key issues, determine what are the most critical stages or
events
Strategy development
Step 8: Strategy development by five stage approach, summarized by the mnemonic PROACT
o
o
o
o
o

Isolate turning Points
Decide on RObust strategies
Test Against corporate strategy
Decide strategic Changes
Translate to action

Table 6.2: Scenario Thinking technique

Whether the use of Scenario Thinking is successful is also dependent on other factors than the
technique used. Some of these factors are already addressed during the preparation phase in
Table 6.2 but there are also a number of other elements that should be taken into account. In
Table 6.3, a list is given of the conditions that are important to take into account when a scenario
thinking workshop is organized. Van der Merwe (2008) also suggests that ‘Relevance’,
‘Challenging’ and ‘Plausible’ are three key quality variables of any scenario. These aspects
should therefore be used to evaluate the scenarios in an earlier stage. The first time Scenario
Thinking is used however some common mistakes are made which should be avoided. These
pitfalls are listed in Table 6.4.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Champion of Scenario Thinking
Support management/decision makers
Define decision focus (not too broad or too narrow)
Non-hostile environment to discuss scenarios
Remember that scenarios are not predictions
Included people from different backgrounds in the scenario team
Choose an appropriate facilitator
Anecdotes and aphorisms can be helpful
Choose evocative and germane names for the scenarios
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Make the recommendations simple, clear and relevant
Be aware that success is hard to pinpoint
Use visual adds
Take brakes regularly to allow participants to compose their thoughts
Trust in the scenarios
Behavior of decision-makers

Table 6.3: Factors that are of influence on the success of using Scenario Thinking (Sources: Ralston and Wilson,
2006; Ratcliffe, 2002; O’Brien, 2004; Selin, 2006; Wright et al., 2008)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Putting all the good news in one scenario and all the bad in another
Best-case, worst-case and status quo scenarios
Developing unrealistic, implausible scenarios
Assuming that scenarios are the product of a brainstorming process
Falling into the probability trap
Focus on the current big issues (and therefore on short term)
Typical implicit assumptions
Unimaginative presentation of scenarios

Table 6.4: First time scenarios thinking mistakes (Sources: O’Brien, 2004; Van der Merwe, 2008)

Implementation
When Scenario Thinking should be used in standardization projects should not be enforce by
procedures. Otherwise the scenarios will not be used during decision making and the time spent
on the development of the scenarios is useless. The standardization officers need to have the
flexibility to decided themselves if Scenario Thinking is useful in their project but they need to
be made aware of this tool, when to use it and the benefits it has. Because people can be
skeptical about the usefulness of an approach like Scenario Thinking, a Scenario Thinking
champion is needed that suggests using this approach in situations with a lot of uncertainty
concerning the future. He should communicate the successful use of the approach in other
projects and inform people about the benefits. The project leaders of standardization projects are
persons in the position to be a champion of Scenario Thinking. And while they are aware of the
technique, they should be convinced of the applicability in SST projects and taught how to use it.
The technique recommended in this chapter is easy to use and does not required external
facilitators, a project leader (or some else involved in the project) should be able to organize and
facilitate a scenario thinking workshop using the manual as guideline. The managers of the SST
project leaders however should also be convinced of the benefits and usefulness of this approach.
Both the project leaders and managers are therefore also informed about and involved in the
activities that resulted in the report.
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Also the results and findings of the first scenario thinking workshop that is organized in an
organization should be used to communicate the benefits and usefulness this approach4. The
implementation issues are summarized in Table 6.5.
•
•
•
•
•

Do not enforce use Scenario Thinking
Management and project leaders should be convinced of approach
Manual to explain Scenario Thinking
Communicate results and findings of first workshop Scenario Thinking
Scenario Thinking champion

Table 6.5: Implementation issues

Cost and benefits
In this paragraph the costs and benefits of applying Scenario Thinking to a SST project are
discussed. A distinction will be made between the status quo and implementing Scenario
Thinking to the toolbox of SST project leaders. Therefore costs and benefits of scenario thinking
have to be estimated. Giving accurate estimations of the benefits is however very difficult
because the evaluation of the scenario thinking process is very hard. To give however some
indications of the costs and benefits an overview is given in Table 6.6. Also the consequences
and learning aspects resulting from the benefits are added to the table. The benefits are however
not expressed in money because the interviewees that were involved stated that this is
impossible. Based on the results from the interviews about the costs and benefits of
implementing Scenario Thinking in standardization projects can be concluded that the benefits
outweigh the costs.
Conclusions applying Scenario Thinking to SST projects
Scenario Thinking is an approach which is every useful in SST projects because it is able to
address the technical and market uncertainty. Because is also enables strategic conversations it
can also improve the collaboration with the BGs. While SSM could also be useful in some
situations it is not desirable to implement two complicated tools at the same time. A technique
should be used which is able to develop narrow scenarios and which does not required any
external facilitators or consultants. Getting support from higher management, Scenario Thinking
champion and the communication of the results of the first time Scenario Thinking is applied are
important issues concerning the implementation.

4

Based on the findings and recommendations of this report Philips IP&S decided to use Scenario Thinking to
develop a strategy to maximize the value from Philips’ investments in 3D technology. The author of this report was
one of the facilitators of this workshop. The results of this workshop are however not included in this report because
of planning and confidentiality issues. The results and findings of this workshop can be used by Philips to
implement Scenario Thinking.
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Benefits
€ 5000,- o Technology strategy
Philips
€ 10.000,- o Prepared for
unexpected events
€ 10.000,- o Strategic
€ 25.000,conversations are
improved by
common language
o Commitment
participants
workshops enhanced
o Concentrate on
current events
o Decision making
postponed

Table 6.6: Cost-benefits analysis Scenario Thinking

Without o Strategy is defined
when uncertainty is
Scenario
reduced
Thinking

Costs
Scenario o Preparation
Thinking o Workshop:
Scenario building
o Workshop:
Strategy
development
Total

o Not prepared for
unexpected events
o Narrow strategy
o Learning about
environment is limited

Consequences
o Strategy and activities
can be adjusted earlier
o New possibilities are
considered
o Fast reaction on
unexpected event
o Activities of different
departments of Philips
are aligned

Learning
o Double-loop
learning
o Group learning
o Efficient
knowledge
creation
o ODP are
overcome
o Create
community of
practice
o Single-loop
learning
o Communication
with internal
stakeholders can
be difficult
caused by ODP
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7. Solutions and implementation design TL projects
In this chapter the design of a solution and implementation concerning TL projects is discussed.
In the first and second section the fourth and fifth research questions are answered. Because the
scientific literature on applying SSM in this kind of situations is limited, a pilot study is done
about the application of SSM in TL projects which is described in section 7.3. In final section the
application of SSM to TL projects is discussed in detail and recommendations are given about
the implementation.

7.1 Can SSM be applied to TL projects?
In this section is analyzed whether Scenario Thinking can help to improve decision making and
overcome ODP that are a barrier for learning in technology licensing projects to answer the
fourth research question. Scenario Thinking is a tool that is developed to prepare organizations
for the future by preparing them for different alternatives scenarios. The stories provide a basis
for conversations about the situation and a common language is provided. The scenarios are able
to open up the mindset of people and let them consider the assumptions they have. This last
aspect is something that is needed in the communication with the owner of the technology and to
identifying and evaluating of opportunities for licensing technology. Scenario Thinking is
however not a useful tool to apply to wicked situations in technology licensing projects. Firstly,
because Scenario Thinking is a tool to construct a number of forecasts that are all plausible to
decrease the uncertainty and risks. The wickedness TLO however have to deal with is not caused
by the uncertainty and complexity regarding the future but by lack of knowledge of value chains,
organizations, needs and applications of technologies outside the market segments Philips is
serving. ODP can increase the complexity further and the scenarios can help to organize the
learning process and make people more open for new insight, but by a better preparation for the
future the complexity will not be reduced. And while TLO take a horizon into account of 5 years
for the NPV, this is not a time scale it is interesting to look at drivers in all kind of different
markets. Some people think Scenario Thinking can help to evaluate different applications to
license a technology but this is not what is described as Scenario Thinking in literature. It could
help to developed alternative business cases for technology licensing but these are not scenarios.

7.2 Can Scenario Thinking be applied to TL projects?
In this paragraph the focus will be on answering the fifth research question concerning TL
projects. As described above, can technology licensing projects result in complicated situations
with a lot of wickedness in which is unknown what should be done. Often, all kind of
stakeholders are involved which have different interests or wrong assumptions about technology
licensing which further increases the complexity. In this kind of situation, SSM is a tool that can
be used to organize the thinking and learning of the situation, build a shared understanding
among people involved in the project, and make them open for new insights (Checkland and
Poulter, 2006). Using SSM will enable people to express their assumptions about the technology,
applications, and markets so they can be questioned. If subsequently out-of-the-box thinking is
increased and a shared understanding is created, opportunities that are interesting to explore
further become clearer. Sometimes, TLOs have to deal with ODP when they try to convince
other departments of the benefits of technology licensing or mediate between internal
stakeholders concerning licensing issues. They are often aware of the ODP that they have to deal
with and take them into account during their communication with the internal stakeholders. SSM
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is also methodology that can help in this situation because models can be used to enable the
discussion about the situation. Building a shared understanding will increase the quality of the
collaboration between internal stakeholders and learning is improved. SSM is however not able
to help the TLOs with the lack of information of the market and technology. Information still is
needed to feed the techniques but they help to the TLO to capture information, structure thinking
and debating about the situation and also take cultural and political aspects into account.
However, SSM can help to identify the key questions that should be answered to be able to
prioritize between opportunities. To reduce the complexity of a negotiation with a potential
licensee a negotiation tool can be used and SSM will not be very useful. These statements are
however based on theoretical information and SSM is not often applied in this kind of situation
before. Therefore a pilot study is done to test the usefulness of SSM in a TL project and get more
insights in how the methodology can be made practical and easy to implement. This pilot study
and the findings are described in the next section.

7.3 Pilot study: Hybrid Material project
In this paragraph a pilot study is described in which the techniques of SSM are applied to a
situation in a technology licensing project. The goals of this pilot study are to check whether
SSM is useful to apply to a TL project and to test the SSM techniques which are made more
practical so they become easier to use and implement. The pilot study is done with a TL project
about a Hybrid Material technology. Below this project is introduced.
‘Philips has developed a hybrid material which is used in medical X-ray products of the
Healthcare business unit. This material has the benefits that it is highly insulating, has a low
density, is chemical resistant and has good mechanical properties. Philips therefore
implemented this technology in X-ray products meeting exact medical quality standards. Because
Philips only applies this technology in medical products and also in other markets the benefits of
this technology are required, a technology licensing project is started. The know-how Philips
wants to license is the production of a hybrid material comprised of epoxy resin with hollow
glass, microsphere fillers – and formation into complex, load-bearing, insulator structures. The
project is in the phase that there is contact with different markets but which applications should
be explored further and are most interesting is unclear. Also internal stakeholders complicate
the situation‘
Workshop design
To explore the situation of the TL project and evaluate opportunities using SSM, two workshops
are organized. During these workshops the main ideas and techniques of SSM are introduced and
examples are given how they can be applied to a TL project. The participants of the workshops,
the TLOs, then where ask to apply the techniques themselves in groups to the Hybrid Material
project. The ‘Rich picture’ and ‘Analysis One’ techniques are used during the preparation of the
first workshop. During the first workshop the focus was on building models based on different
worldviews of stakeholders. In the second workshop the models that are constructed are used to
discuss the situation and to define actions. In Table 7.1 an overview is given of the topics
addressed in the two workshops. The four activities of SSM are all done but not all techniques
are used because some were not applicable or would increase the complexity without adding
much value. Also other definitions of the techniques are used next to the SSM jargon so it would
be easier for the participants to apply the techniques. A disadvantage of including only TLOs in
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this workshop is that they have comparable worldviews and only one of them was involved in
the Hybrid Material project. This decision is made because it was an experimental workshop and
the project leader did not want to include internal customers. An advantage of this design
however was that the TLOs got some experience with SSM, and where able to give feedback
after the workshops about usability and the implementation of this tool. By involving them in
this workshop it will also become easier to implement the tool because their feedback was used
to adjust and implement the tool. Another disadvantage of the design of the pilot study was that
the techniques are used as sequential steps and that there was not room for iterations. In a real TL
project however this would happen naturally when progress is made and more information
becomes available. The models built during the first workshop and results of the second
workshop can be found in appendix C.
Workshop 1
1. Introduction of the concepts of
worldviews and systems thinking
2. Exercise systems thinking
3. Description Hybrid Material project
4. Introduction SSM model building
techniques
5. Examples SSM techniques applied to
Hybrid Material project
6. Exercise building models of activity
systems
7. Feedback about workshop and
techniques

Workshop 2
1. Description of the models
2. Introduction of SSM techniques to
discuss the situation
3. Exercise formal method to discuss the
project based on the models
4. Exercise informal method to discuss the
project based on the models
5. Exercise to define actions
6. Feedback about workshop and
techniques

Table 7.1: Overview of topics workshop 1 and 2

The findings
Based on the results of the workshop and the feedback the TLOs gave, a few things can be
concluded about using SSM to explore TL opportunity. Firstly, making a rich picture of the TL
project with a number of internal and external stakeholders and different applications increased
the understanding. While it mainly helps to increase understanding of the person how makes the
rich picture, it can also be used to give an overview of the project. Secondly, the structure given
by the techniques to build a model of an activity system helped the TLOs to thinking about the
situation. Already after the first workshop the participants saw the benefits of the techniques to
approach a situation based on the worldviews of different stakeholders in a project while the
models were only built and not used to discuss the situation. From this workshop became clear
that the techniques can already add value if they only would be used on an individual bases. The
participants became aware that the techniques help to express assumptions and this increase the
understanding of the situation so better decisions can be made about opportunities. Also using
other definitions of the tools next to the SSM jargon was useful because this made the techniques
less abstract and the TLOs could apply them without much help of the facilitator. In the second
workshop both an informal and formal method are used to discuss the situation with the models
as devices that enable the debating. During this workshop became clear that both methods are
useful to enable discussion because the models raise all kind of questions. And because people
start thinking about these questions and discuss them, they get new insights. If a model is made
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based on a worldview of a stakeholder of which not much information is available, using a
formal method is however not very useful. How the models are used therefore should be
dependent on the type of model and the people that are involved in the discussion. Another
finding was that people do not always have to be involved in the building of the models to use
them to discuss a situation. Building the models however already raises questions which give
you new insights. But especially if a formal method is used to discuss a situation using models,
also people that were not involved in building the models can participate in the discussion. The
participants of the workshops stated that they definitely see the benefits of using SSM as a tool to
explore a TL opportunity and look at a situation based on the worldview of other stakeholders
involved in the project. The TLOs recognize that the benefits of SSM increase if you use it in a
group. They mainly work individually on a project and applying SSM with colleagues like done
during this pilot study is not an option. However, using the models to discuss the project shortly
with a colleague is seen as very helpful. Also became clear during this workshop that SSM
should stay a flexible approach in which the TLOs themselves can choose when to use a
technique. Not every technique is useful for every TLO in a situation because they all have a
different way of thinking. A final finding is that this kind of workshop is a good method to teach
people about SSM and that they can apply the techniques themselves quite easy after they have
seen an example. If people are not used to work with tools based on systems thinking there can
be some resistance against an approach like SSM. Using a workshop to teach about SSM is than
probably better than giving people a manual. During the workshop the participants are obligated
to apply the techniques and then they perceive the benefits themselves. The probability
participants actually are going to use the methodology is a lot bigger if the experienced the
benefits than if they have to study and apply the tool themselves.
So, to give an answer to the fifth research question can be concluded based on the findings from
the interviews and the pilot study that SSM is an approach which can be used in a TL project and
helps to improve understanding by structuring thinking and learning. A workshop is a good
environment to teach people about SSM and when to apply this methodology. By focusing on the
main techniques and introducing other terms as the SSM jargon, the complexity is reduced and
SSM made more practical. The findings of this pilot study will be used to give recommendations
about applying SSM to a TL project and is discussed in paragraph 7.2.

7.4 The application of SSM in TL projects
The results from the interviews indicated that SSM is an approach which can help TLOs to
address situations that contain wicked elements. The findings from the pilot study concerning the
Hybrid Material project further confirmed this solution and in this section recommendations are
given about the use and implementation of SSM in TL projects. These recommendations are
based on the findings from the interviews and workshops and literature about SSM. First, advice
is given of how to apply SSM and to make it practical and easy to use. Secondly, is discussed
when it is useful to apply this methodology and some conditions are described that are of
influence on the success of SSM. Recommendations about the implementation are given in the
third paragraph and finally the costs and benefits of implementing and using SSM are addressed.
While the recommendations given in this chapter are developed especially for TL projects with
Philips they can generalized for projects in which opportunities have to be evaluated which is
complicated by a lack of information of all kind of stakeholders.
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The Soft Systems Methodology approach
Checkland and Poulter (2006) describe in the book ‘Learning for Action’ when, how en why
SSM can be used to tackle messy real-life situations. The description of SSM in this book is still
quite general and abstract and this approach is very flexible in which techniques are used. Using
SSM is therefore often perceived as complex (Mingers and Taylor, 1992). Also during pilot
study became clear the SSM jargon makes it difficult for the TLOs to grasp the approach. The
SSM terms like ‘Root Definitions’ and ‘Purposeful Activity Model’ can for example be a barrier
to use this approach because it increases the complexity. Introducing terms people are familiar
with next to SSM jargon helps people to adopt this approach. The number of techniques provide
for each activity further complicates the SSM process while the value of some of the techniques
is limited. Therefore, indications should be given about when to apply a technique. The decision
about which technique to use in a situation however always has to be made by the TLO. People
have different learning styles (see for example Kolb, 1984) and therefore different techniques
provided by SSM can help to structure this learning. These recommendations are added to a
manual of applying SSM to TL projects which can be used to teach people about applying SSM
in TL projects.
When and how to apply Soft Systems Methodology
Checkland and Poulter (2006) state that SSM can be used in every situation where somebody has
the feeling improvement is needed but what the problem is and how it should be improved is
unclear. This statement is however not really applicable to TL projects. A better description is
that SSM can help to understand the context of situations and underlying issues – whenever a
project is mounted to achieve some apparently desired and defined end. SSM is a tool which is
able to improve the understanding and define actions in a messy ill-defined problematic situation
by structuring and organizing learning. In a situation with all kind of wicked elements which
complicate the situation the quality of learning is very important because it is not possible to
define the problems and evaluate different solutions. This can involve all kind of activities like
prioritizing between applications, exploring a supply chain or evaluating opportunities. SSM
helps to structure thinking and learning, create a shared understanding and is action orientated.
Because SSM is very flexible it can be used in all kind of situations but whether it is useful to
apply SSM should be decided by the TLO. If the TLO gets more experience with this
methodology, when and how to apply this tool will become clearer. If the TLO decide to use
SSM to explore a wicked situation, a second question is who are going to participate. While the
benefits of using SSM are bigger if it is used in a group also situations can occur when SSM is
used on an individual bases. In Table 7.2 an overview is given of the differences between using
SSM individually and in a group. There are no specific guidelines when and how to apply SSM
and the TLO therefore has try and learn along the way (Checkland and Poulter, 2006).
Using SSM on a individual basis
Advantages:
• Structured learning and thinking
• Provides a way to challenge your own assumptions
• Lets you consider other possibilities
• Look at the situation from the worldviews of other stakeholders
• Helps to identify key questions
• Output of techniques can help to discuss a project with a colleague
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Disadvantages:
• Assumptions has to be made about worldviews other stakeholders
• No input of other stakeholders which limits out-of-the-box thinking
• Difficult to question taken-as-given assumptions
Using SSM in a group
Advantages:
• Structured learning and thinking
• Assumptions participants are expressed and questioned
• Diversity of people results in more out-of-the-box thinking
• Gives insight in worldviews of other stakeholders
• Create a shared understanding among internal stakeholders
• Actions are supported by group
• SSM can help to overcome ODP
• Group of people becomes a team
• Knowledge is shared
Disadvantages:
• Stakeholders need to be open to use this approach
• Can be time consuming
• Can be difficult to ‘sell’ SSM initially
Table 7.2: Advantages and disadvantages individual and group use of SSM

Some recommendations can also be given about conditions that have influence on the success of
applying SSM. First, SSM should be used in a non-hostile environment. If the participants are
acting defensive towards each other and there is no trust it can become an unproductive situation
and the value of the output is very limited (Mingers and Taylor, 1992). Also the communication
and consultancy skills of the participants and their readiness to learn should be consider when
people are invited for a SSM session (Kreher, 1994). A final recommendation is that it is very
important to get the important actors of the project involved. In Table 7.3 a list of factors that
should be considered when SSM is applied is given because they are of influence on the
outcome.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Language (SSM jargon) used
Participants involved
Environment in which SSM is applied
Participants readiness to learn
Establishing trust and dialogues
Complexity of methodology
Problems of power and politics

Table 7.3: Factors that are of influences of the success of applying SSM

Implementation
In this paragraph the implementation of SSM is discussed. How to implement SSM is an
important issue because this is crucial for the success of using SSM. People can be skeptical or
even cynic about change in their environment and this is an important barrier for change
(Reichers et al., 1997). To limit this behavior proper management is needed. Involvement of the
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people in the process that results in the change is key and especially listening to their comments
and communicating is of major importance (Reichers et al., 1997). During the investigating that
leaded to this report therefore the TLOs and their managers are not only interviewed to get
information but also to involve them in the development of a practical tool to make the
implementation easier. After the workshops that are done during the pilot study is asked what the
participants thought of the methodology and the techniques, when they can be applied and how
to implement them. During this process, experience learned that people can be skeptical in the
beginning about the usefulness of SSM. It is therefore important to let them experience
themselves how this methodology works. The implementation of SSM mainly involves teaching
the TLOs about the techniques and when to apply them. However, like discussed before, SSM is
also a methodology in which you have to develop experience in when and how to apply it.
Guidelines can be given but a procedure how and when to apply SSM is not useful. From the
pilot study became clear that a workshop is a useful environment to introduce the methodology,
give examples and let people apply the techniques themselves. In this workshop a case should be
used which is relevant for the participants so they experience the benefits themselves. After the
workshop participant can practice themselves using a manual in which the ideas, concepts and
techniques of SSM are explained and examples are given. This manual can help the participants
to apply the techniques also outside the workshop to increase understanding of a situation in one
of their projects. If they got some experience with the techniques and are confident enough to use
them in a group, TLO can also use them in a meeting with internal stakeholders. A reference
card on which the SSM techniques are explained can also help the TLOs to use the methodology
in their projects. Before the TLOs or other people are taught about SSM, support is needed of the
management because using SSM to explore a situation is a completely different activity as they
are used to. In Figure 7.1 an overview is given of steps to implement SSM. Key in the
implementation of this tool is that the people that are learning about SSM are flexible in when
and how to apply the techniques. And they should experience the benefits themselves by using
the tool instead of listing to somebody who tells about the methodology and techniques.

Figure 7.1: Implementing SSM

Costs and benefits
In this paragraph the costs and benefits of implementing SSM will be compared with the current
situation to assess the implementation of SSM in TL projects. The evaluation of the success of
SSM is difficult as described before (Ratcliffe, 2002). Determining accurate estimations of the
benefits is therefore hard but they give an idea about the usefulness of SSM in a TL project. In
Table 7.4 an overview is given of the costs and benefits to explore opportunities for technology
licensing with and without SSM. Also the consequences and learning aspects resulting from the
benefits are listed. The benefits are however not expressed in money because the interviewees
involved stated that this is almost impossible and different for each project. Based on the results
from the interviews about the costs and benefits of implementing SSM in TL projects can be
concluded that the benefits outweigh the costs.
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o 100 hours work
over 3 months
o Multiple
meetings with
stakeholders

€ 10.000,€ 13.000,-

€1.000,€ 2.000,-

o Rely on one expert
o High efficiency

Benefits
o Improved
understanding (sensemaking)
o Structured learning
and thinking
o Shared understanding
created among
stakeholders
o Actions defined based
on shared
understanding

Table 7.4: Overview costs benefits, consequences and learning

Without
SSM

With
SSM

Costs
o Training costs
o Preparation
o Costs one day
workshop
o Total

Consequences
o Assumptions
stakeholders are
expressed and questioned
o Earlier and improved
decision making
o Other possibilities are
considered
o Shared knowledge
o Group of people become
a team
o Expectation business
owner are managed
o Low effectiveness
o Decision making is
postponed
o Hard to question
assumptions
o Single-loop
learning TLO
o Communication
with internal
stakeholders can
be difficult
caused by ODP

Learning
o Second-loop
learning
o Group learning
o Efficient
knowledge
creation
o ODP are
overcome
o Create
community of
practice
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Conclusions applying SSM to TL projects
Applying Scenario Thinking is less useful in TL projects because the uncertainty TLOs have to
deal with is caused by lack of knowledge about possible applications and the required needs in
markets and not by uncertainty about the future. SSM is however a tool which is very helpful to
structure thinking and learning as also became clear from the pilot study concerning the Hybrid
material project. The implementation of SSM is very important to make the use of this tool
successful. People often need to be convinced of the benefits of the techniques and by organizing
a workshop they can experience the benefits themselves. How and when to use the techniques of
SSM will become more clear when the TLO gets more experience and he should therefore also
be flexible in applied SSM.
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8. Recommendations
In this chapter recommendations are given based on the ‘Analysis and Diagnosis’ and ‘Solution
and implementation design’ phases of this study. The recommendations are divided in four parts.
In the first and second paragraph, recommendations are given about the application of Scenario
Thinking and SSM. These topics are however already discussed in detail in the previous two
chapters and will only be address briefly. Next, some general recommendations about SST and
TL projects are given. Finally, the findings of this study are generalized and discussed related to
managing open innovation activities in general. While the value of these recommendations is
limited because only standardization and technology licensing activities are analyzing and one
company was involved, they give some indications for future research.

8.1 Recommendations Scenario Thinking
Based on the analysis of problems in SST projects can be concluded that the degree of
wickedness in these project is often caused by the high technical and market uncertainty. Also
the collaboration with the BG group can increase the wickedness of the situations. Scenario
Thinking is a tool which can help to deal with this uncertainty by exploring different futures and
also communication and collaboration with the BG is improved because the scenarios provide a
common language for strategic conversations. There are all kinds of different Scenario Thinking
techniques but an approach is needed that is able to address a narrow decision focus and can be
used without external facilitators or consultants. To implement this approach is important to
communicate the results of this first workshop that is held some people become aware of the
possibilities and benefits. Also a champion of Scenario Thinking is needed to implement this tool
and organize a workshop for a particular project.
In section 7.1 is described why the usefulness of Scenario Thinking as a tool to reduce
uncertainty of the future in TL projects is limited. During the interviews however people made
comments about using scenarios to consider alternative paths to the market for licensing a
technology. Scenarios should in these situations not be seen as stories of the future but as
alternative technology licensing opportunities. In the beginning of a TL project stories can be
made of applications and markets. Based on these stories and decision can be made about which
opportunities to explore. In these stories assumptions are expressed and it becomes easier to
question them. By investigating these assumptions early in the project, a TLO is able to focus his
investigation on the most interesting licensing opportunities. And by thinking of the effect on the
opportunity if one of the assumptions expressed in a story is not valid, decisions can be made
about when to stop exploring an opportunity when new information make it less promising.
These ideas about using scenarios to explore TL opportunities come from people working on the
projects but using scenarios in this way is not described in literature. Verity (2003) states
however that Scenario Thinking is an approach that can be used in almost any situation that
contains some degree of uncertainty because of the flexibility of the technique. Indications about
changes in the scenario building process if the uncertainty is not caused by the future but by a
lack of information are however not given. Using scenarios in TL project therefore should be
investigated further before implementing this approach because no method is known by the
author that applies scenarios thinking in this way. It could be a good way to express assumptions
and to think of the implications if turns out that assumptions made about a market are invalid, but
this can only be tested by trying it in a project. Because Scenario Thinking is described in
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literature as a forecasting technique for the future it would however be better to give this new
approach a different name.

8.2 Recommendations SSM
In the previous chapter the applications of SSM in TL projects is discussed. Limited information
was available about the usefulness in this kind of projects, but the results of the pilot study
showed that SSM is applicable. Because it is a complex approach it is important how this
methodology is implemented like discussed in section 7.4. Improving the understanding of a
situation by exploring a situation based on different worldviews can also be useful in
standardization projects. Scenario Thinking however already addresses some of the issues that
SSM also deals with and the question therefore is whether it is useful to use both tools in one
project. Also introducing two tools at the same time will complicate the implementation. The
recommendation therefore is to consider this again when experience with SSM is increased in TL
projects and also with Scenario Thinking in SST projects. SSM could for example be a tool
which can help to explore the interests and strategies of different organizations involved in a
standardization initiative. And by used the techniques provide by SSM thinking and learning is
structured.

8.3 General recommendations SST and TL projects
Next to the use of Scenario Thinking and SSM in SST and TL projects also some other, more
general recommendations can be given based on the findings of the survey concerning wicked
problems, ODP and soft problem approaches. These recommendations are however only relevant
for Philips IP&S and have limited value for science or other organizations.
Wicked problems
In this report wicked situations in SST and TL projects are analyzed and recommendations are
given about the use of SSM and Scenario Thinking. Wicked problems however do not only occur
on project level. Also people on a higher level, which are dealing with strategic issues IP&S is
facing, have to deal with a lot of wickedness. The development of a strategy can for example
also be seen as a wicked problem. Organizations often use a customer- and capability-focused
approach, but are still ill equipped to address the wickedness of developing a strategy (Camillus,
2008). Camillus (2008) states that ‘in a wicked world of complex and shadowy possibilities
enterprises don’t know if their strategies are appropriate or what the consequences might be.’
Looking at the development of a strategy for IP&S as a wicked problems means that you accept
that you do not know all the consequences of a strategy. It is important to involve all kind of
stakeholders and especially employees because this helps to develop new perspectives and
prevent groupthink (Camillus, 2008). A lot of communication is needed and the focus should be
on action because it is not possible to think everything through. A feed-forward orientation
should be developed because feedback is less useful in a wicked situation (Camillus, 2008).
Tools like SSM and Scenario Thinking can help in this process to explore and monitor the
assumptions behind alternative strategies, provide a basis for strategic conversations and let
decision makers consider alternative possibilities. Making a distinction between wicked and tame
problems is therefore something that should be considered on more levels than only within
projects because it will result in a different approach towards problems.
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ODP and Philips IP&S
A detailed analysis of ODP that affect Philips IP&S can help to improve learning. Philips IP&S
is an organization in which knowledge transfer and learning is very important. ODP are antilearning and therefore a barrier in the activities of IP&S. In this report is focused on the ODP
that are of influence on solving wicked problems and SSM and Scenario Thinking are introduced
to overcome these barriers. However, also other ODP are present at IP&S that are not directly
related to the wicked situations in the SST and TL project. In the section 5.2 and 6.2 some of
these ODP are described but it is very likely that an investigation which focused on barriers for
learning in general will result in a lot more ODP. The environment of Philips IP&S makes it very
likely that there are strong ODP because the educational level is high and these people often have
problems with second-loop learning (Argyris, 1991). Argyris (1991) states that smart people are
excellent on single-loop learning but very bad at learning from mistakes because of ODP.
Analyzing the ODP on individual, project and organizational level will give new insights in
behavior of people, policy and procedures, and activities that are anti-learning. An
recommendations that already can be given based on ODP that are found, but not overcome by
the soft problems approaches concern the policy and procedures of Philips IP&S. While this
subjects needs to be investigated further before it can be improved, is clear that the procedures
and policy limit the flexibility of the people working on standardization and technology licensing
projects. And because all projects are different and have other issues that have to be taken into
account, flexibility is needed to address the situations and solve problems. An example is that
TLOs have the idea that they are limited by policies and procedures in the licensing models they
can use. For each applications and market are they the same while the potential licensees have
different needs and the consequences for Philips are also different. The model used for licensing
technology should be adjusted based on the technology, applications and markets and
relationships between a large organization and other businesses should be managed differently
dependent on their size and their role in the value chain (Dodgson et al., 2006). Investigating the
effect of ODP on sharing knowledge and learning within Philips therefore could provide new
insights in how to improve the organization.

8.4 Open innovation, wicked problems, and soft problem
approaches
In this paragraph some general recommendations are given about open innovation and the
findings of this study. The relevance of these recommendations for Philips IP&S is limited but
they place the findings of this report in the broader picture of managing open innovation.
In this study, problems in standardization and technology licensing projects are compared with
wicked problems. Based on the findings can be concluded that these projects contain wicked
elements but the degree is dependent on a number of characteristics. The high technical and
market uncertainty is often one of the main causes of wickedness. In standardization projects is
however caused by uncertainty about the future while in TL projects it concerns a lack of
knowledge of new markets. In the closed innovation landscape organizations had to evaluate the
commercial potential of a new technology in a current market with a known set of customers.
Using an open business model however means that new markets and customers groups have to
be taken into account which increases the market uncertainty. This market uncertainty further
complicates managing technical uncertainty because the technology is dependent on the market it
is intended to serve, and vice versa (Chesbrough, 2004). Because standardization and TL projects
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are important to manage innovation and Chesbrough (2004) also described that these types of
uncertainty complicated the management of open innovation these findings do not provide much
new insights. However, because the findings indicate that managing open innovation can be
compared to addressing wicked problems, it is interesting to look at how solving wicked
problems relate to managing open innovation.
Dodgson et al. (2006) stated that the shift towards open innovation results in new skills
requirements but what these new skills are is not completely clear yet. The findings of this report
suggest that the knowing how to address situations with a lot of wicked elements is one of the
aspects that is required. This means that people should be aware of the characteristics of a
wicked problem and that the quality of learning is very important. The open innovation
landscape results in complex situations in which all kind of stakeholders are involved and the
environment changes so fast that it is impossible to make forecasts. Tools that help people to
look at a situation as a whole instead of simplifying it and focus on the process (soft problems
solving approaches) are therefore required and are a second aspect of the new skills people need.
The degree of wickedness in activities related to open innovation is however also increased by
the aspect that people have to get used to the new economics of innovation. The change from
closed to open innovation will take time (Dodgson et al., 2006). For example, in the future it will
become easier for TLOs to convince the owner of the technology from the benefits of technology
licensing and when open business models are the standard. Potential licensees are then also more
open to integrated knowledge from third parties and the not-invented-here syndrome is
decreased. So the wickedness in standardization and technology licensing projects is also
increased because of the change in the business model. And this will reduce when internal and
external stakeholders adapt to and accept this new innovation climate. Changing to an open
innovation environment means that you have to open up your mindset and be open for new
possibilities, as stated by a staff employee of P&G (Dodgson et al., 2006). Each company
however has to deal with ODP which block people to be open (Argyris, 1990). The biggest
challenge for the successful implementation of an open business model is therefore installing an
open culture within the firm (van der Meer, 2007). Soft problem approaches are developed to
open up the mindset of decision makers and let people consider new possibilities. These tools
therefore can help to improve understanding and decision making in an open innovation
environment.
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9. Discussion and conclusion
In this chapter, findings are discussed and conclusions are drawn based on the analysis and
recommendations in this report. The first conclusion is that situations in technology licensing and
standardization projects often contain wicked elements but the degree in which these elements
complicate the decision making is dependent on all kind of characteristics of the project (see
Table 4.2 and Table 5.3). While this was expected and some people state that almost all
problems are wicked and tame situations are the exception (Coyne, 2005), it raises some
interesting questions that are explored further. Conklin (2006) stated that people do not accept
they have to deal with a wicked situation and therefore address it in a way that does not help
them to solve it (ODP). However, from the interviews with the project leaders of TL and
standardization projects became clear that they recognize aspects of wicked problems and do not
think all their problems are tame. If they recognize the wicked elements in their activities this
would suggest that they also know how to deal with them. The findings indicated that people that
have experience with wicked situations learned that you cannot address them as tame problems.
They however did not use any tools to help them. Dealing with wicked elements in a situations
means that you should focus on the quality of the learning process (Conklin, 2006). Each
organization however suffers in some degree of ODP which are a barrier for learning (Argyris,
1990). And while accepting the difference between tame and wicked problems is a beginning,
there are other ODP that also have influence on the learning process. The analysis of situations
of TL and SST projects made clear that learning and therefore addressing wicked situations is
hampered by ODP. Soft problem approaches can help to overcome these barriers and increase
the quality of learning and decision-making and this provides therefore opportunities for
improvement. By comparing the benefits of Scenario Thinking and Soft Systems Methodology
to the wickedness in the situations in TL and SST projects is decided to focus on applying
Scenario Thinking to SST projects and SSM in TL projects.
Because the degree of uncertainty of all kind of drivers in the environment of a standardization
initiative increases the wickedness, an approach is needed how to deal develop a strategy or
evaluate opportunities for the future. Because Scenario Thinking uses multiple, plausible
scenarios of the future instead of one single forecast, it is an approach which helps an
organization to be prepared for the future and anticipate on unexpected events. Scenario
Thinking also helps to enable strategic conversations between different departments by providing
a common language which reduces the wickedness further. The value of Scenario Thinking is in
literature often discussed because the lack of a theoretical model leads to a lot of discussion
concerning, the techniques, applications, goals, performance, efficiency, etc. Chermack (2004)
stated it as follows, ‘we know what scenario thinking is, but must rely on theory to tell us how
this process works, and a description of how it works is precisely what is missing’. While the
direct relation between using scenarios to develop a strategy and an increase in performance is
not proven (Keough and Shanahan, 2008), this is not a reason to question the usefulness of this
approach. Chermack, Merwe and Lynham (2006, 2007) made a start to investigate the theoretical
background of Scenario Thinking and found relationships between scenario thinking and
organizational learning. Phelps et al. (2001) found also support for a improved financial situation
as a result from scenario thinking in both the industries they studied in the UK. A number of
case studies indicate the value of using Scenario Thinking to develop a strategy (for example
Wack, 1985a and 1985b; Moyer, 1996). Evaluating the success of Scenario Thinking is also hard
because of the long time scale and scientific literature started to look at this relation the last
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decade. Using Scenario Thinking in a standardization environment also has the benefit key
people involved make time to think of a long term strategy. This is often neglected during
operational issues and this approach is therefore already a good approach to for key players to
discuss assumptions and question them. A shared jargon is created which enable strategic
conversations and therefore even when to relation between building scenarios and an improved
performance is not described by an empirical tested theoretical model, the usefulness of this
approach is clear. Using Scenario Thinking in SST project means that narrow scenarios are
needed and a technique is required that is useful and practical. Therefore a method is developed
which does not require external consultants or facilitators and which can be applied without
intense study of the Scenario Thinking approach. Preparation is needed and people involved in
the standardization project have to invest time but benefits exceed the costs as is shown in
paragraph 7.1. Implementing Scenario Thinking however requires work of champions and
communication of the results and benefits of the Scenario Thinking workshop to develop a
strategy for 3D technology is need to create a basis for this approach.
The degree of wickedness in TL projects is often caused by a lack of information and
understanding of goals and activities all stakeholders. This makes assessing opportunities and
deciding on actions a difficult process. SSM is an approach which can help TLOs to structure
thinking and learning in complex projects and is able to create new insights and a shared
understanding among internal stakeholders. By improving the understanding a better decision
can be made to explore technology market combinations and SSM helps also to improve the
expectations and collaboration of internal stakeholders. It however very difficult to evaluate the
success of SSM as is also stated by Connell (2001). The future will therefore show whether the
TLOs experience benefits from applying the methodology to their projects. From the interviews
and the pilot study however became clear that the structure SSM provides, is helpful to improve
the understanding of situations which a lot of wickedness. Scientific literature however also has
critic on the usefulness of SSM (Jackson, 2003; Basden and Wood-Harper, 2006; Christis, 2005;
Ledington and Ledington; 1999). Often these statements relate to the theoretical bases
underlying this approach, and while this is relevant, important for in this report is the criticism
from practice. The main criticism of SSM is that the applicability is less as Checkland is stating
(Jackson, 2003). Participation is an important aspect and especially during the discussion of the
models key to add value. If people are limited in their participation and power and politics
determine the outcome, SSM is probably not a suitable approach (Jackson, 2003). Checkland
however fails to recognize this aspect. Another point of criticism is that the complexity of this
methodology, which is mainly caused by the number of techniques provided and SSM language
(Mingers and Taylor, 1992). A manual is therefore developed which the TLOs can use when
SSM is applied in which changes are made in the language used and indications are given about
when to apply a particular technique. Because it is still a complicated approach which requires
experience to perceive to the full benefit, recommendations are given to introduce SSM in a
workshop. In this workshop the participants should be shown how to apply the techniques but
also practice themselves. People are often skeptical about the approach and with showing them
the benefits during a workshop they probably are not going to use the methodology. Experience
is however key, and learning about when and how to apply SSM should be developed along the
way.
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While in this report is focused on applying SSM to TL projects, this approach can also be useful
in standardization projects. Whether there is a need for this tool should however be identified
when Scenario Thinking is implemented and the same kind of implementation plan can be used
as for the TL projects. Using stories (scenarios) in which different alternatives of a situation are
described can maybe also be a good approach to deal with the uncertainty in a TL project. This is
however not Scenario Thinking as described in literature and therefore the technique and
usefulness should therefore be investigated further. Also looking at ODP and wickedness on
other levels with Philips IP&S can be worth to investigate in the future to improve learning and
decision making.
The conclusions discussed above are focused on wickedness, ODP and soft problem approaches
for specific projects of Philips IP&S. But the findings from analyzing these TL and
standardization activities of Philips also have some more general indications about open
innovation. The degree of wickedness organizations with an open business model have to deal
with increased significantly. To address this wickedness a different approach towards problems
is needed or as Chesbrough (2004) states companies need to learn how to play poker. A complete
different process of managing innovation is required to be successful (Chesbrough, 2004), in
which the quality of learning is very important. And while in the beginning some people thought
open innovation was only for high tech companies, also low and middle tech companies have to
open up their organization to stay successful (Chesbrough and Crowther, 2006). Dodgson et al.
(2006) states that people should open up their mindset and learn new skills to be successful in
managing open innovation. Soft problem approaches are not ‘the solution’ to these challenges
organizations face but they help to address the whole problem instead of only some elements of a
situation. By structuring and organizing learning, the quality can be improved and ODP can be
overcome. Becoming aware of the benefits of approaches like Scenario Thinking and SSM, and
using them to make sense of wicked situations is however a simple step organizations can take to
address the increased degree of wickedness they have to deal with in the open innovation
landscape.
Limitations and future research
In this paragraph the limitations of this study are discussed and indications are given for future
research. The first limitation is the influence of the researcher on the analysis of this survey. The
research design used has the consequence that the researcher determines which questions are
discussed during the interviews and he also has to interpret the findings to answer the research
questions. However, the findings of the interviews with the project leaders are discussed with
their functional managers to limit the influence of the researcher and validate the findings. The
total number of interviews conducted also is a limiting factor. And while all project leaders and
their functional managers are questioned, also other people involved in standardization and
technology licensing projects could have been interviewed to increase the internal validity of this
study. A second criterion to assess the limitations is the external validity. While the results are
useful for Philips IP&S is it not possible to generalize the findings of this study to industrial
standardization and technology licensing project in general. Only standardization and technology
licensing projects at Philips are discussed and the research design used to analyze information
should be more standardized to make results controllable in other organizations.
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The findings from analyzing complex situations in TL and SST projects therefore can also not be
generalized for managing open innovation activities in general. The scope of the investigation is
to narrow and also other activities concerning managing innovation should be involved. It
provides however some suggestions about skills that are required and tools that can help to
address situations with technical and market uncertainty in the open innovation paradigm. People
involved in wicked situations should be aware that they cannot use a traditional linear problem
solving approach. An interesting suggestion for future research is therefore to investigate
whether the approach people use to address problems in an open business model is related to the
success. Because the focus should be on the quality of learning it is also relevant to look at the
ODP and the tools people use to address situations. The focus should not be on Scenario
Thinking and SSM but on tools that improve second-loop learning in general. In this report
managing open innovation is linked with wicked problems, ODP and soft problems approaches.
But like discussed above are there also a number of limitations to this investigation. To make the
findings really relevant more research needs to be done about the differences between managing
innovation in the closed and open innovation paradigm. Chesbrough (2004) addressed this topic
but limited practical recommendations are given to deal with high technical and market
uncertainty at project level. And while is this report is focused on SSM and Scenario Thinking
also other soft problems approaches should be investigated on applicability and usefulness to
manage innovation. Prove of the relation between soft problem approaches and improved
performance is however also lacking while this topic get more attention the last years. Maybe the
result of investigating the usefulness of these tools is only that they provide a structured way to
discuss situations and therefore already help to express and question assumptions and overcome
ODP. These statements however should be investigated further and also be tested in other
organizations and activities related to open innovation like for example licensing-in, spin-offs,
acquisitions etc. So while the findings and recommendations of this study are mainly useful for
technology licensing and standardization projects within Philips IP&S because of the limitations
described above, also some interesting ideas for further research are identified.
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Appendix A: Summary results interviews standardization
projects
System Standard & Technology projects
Collaboration with and getting acceptance from the BU
Causes
• Technologies standardization projects are working on are important for
the business and therefore acceptance is needed. The business may for
example be needed the generate money from a standard.
• People with knowledge of the technologies are working at the business
and their involvement is also needed. These people however do not get
the time to work on standardization initiatives.
• Standardization projects are long term projects (at least 5 years) while
BU often are looking 2 to 3 years ahead. They are not thinking about the
middle or long term. This is caused by the how innovation is organized
at Philips.
• Application of technology is not clear
• Strategy BU is not clear in long term
• The experience of a BU with standardization is also of influence on the
acceptance and commitment. Lifestyle has a rich history concerning
standardization and sees the benefits and need faster compared with the
other BUs.
• Formal organization of BU can be hard for people from outside the
business to work with
• The project leaders from IP&S do not have a lot of influence on the
people from the business that are working on a standardization project.
Effects
• A lot of effort has to be put into getting acceptance from the BU
• Hard to speak to the right people
• People working in the business do not get time to work on
standardization projects will their knowledge is needed
• Getting money and attention for a standardization project
• Commitment of BU can also decrease towards the end of a project
How are
• Push the project forward and keep goals in mind (if strategy is not clear)
people
• Don’t be scared to make decisions
dealing with
• Network can help
this situation?
• The BU does not always have to accept the standardization initiative
and be committed because sometimes it is enough if they allow you to
work on it.
• Communication with and listening to the BU is important
Example
• Lighting project LEDs in which all kind of people of Lighting try to
create chaos
• Philips is involved in the standardization of technologies for the
monitoring of patients at home and thinks this is an important area for
standardization. Also in the rest of the world everybody says this
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Link met
Open
Innovation

Wickedness

ODP
Improvement
SSM
ST

technology is important in the future but the introduction goes very
slowly. This is partly costs by the complexity of how Health is
organized differently in each country. Philips has a business that is one
of the market leaders in emergency response systems. But the CTO says
that the standardization initiative and the new technologies are not
important at all. If you want the introduce a new standard in this market
this attitude does not help you.
Valley of death. Chesbrough, link between Research and Development is losing
up. In the past Philips developed it on technologies and products. Nowadays
Philips departments are focusing on their role in the value chain. For Research
this means the doing research for new technologies on long term and the
Business focus on integrating technologies to satisfy needs of customers. They
have also the possibility to purchase the technologies the need and are less
dependent on internal research. Technology therefore starts getting interesting
if it is ready to implement. Standardization initiatives are therefore less
important because they are started at the begin of a technology.
• Internal stakeholders with different interests have to work together
which can make de situation complicated. Political issues are important.
• 1. The situation is often poorly understood until the BU has acceptance
the project and is collaborating. For example the formal structure of the
BU makes is hard to understand how you should arrange things.
• 2. There is no stopping rule because people always should keep on
working on a good relation with the BU.
• 3. The way of dealing with this situation is not good or bad but good
enough or worse
• 4. While every situation is novel and unique, projects can also have
similarities with other projects.
• 5. Every attempt to collaborate has consequences and therefore is a oneshot operation
• 6. There a no given solutions about how to collaborate with the BUs
• Defensive reasoning
• Not open for new insights
• Formal organization BU
BU has to be committed and see the benefits for them in the long run. Their
focus has to be changed from 2 to 3 years to the time period of the
standardization project.
Can be used to build a shared understanding but ST is probably better because
is also possible to extend the focus of the BU.
Scenarios can help to provide a common language in strategic conversations.
These stories of the future can help the BU getting involved and interested in
the standardization project. They can also be involved in the construction of the
scenarios which increases their involvement. Eventually this extends the focus
of the BU and improves the involvement. It makes it easier to work together,
get people to work on standardization initiatives and get acceptance. Also
different strategies of Philips can be considered in the scenarios. The questions
is who should developed the scenarios and when?
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Dealing with the uncertainty of the technology and market
Causes
• Uncertainty about technology
• Uncertainty about market
• Uncertainty about applications
• Uncertainty strategy of BU (Philips)
• Uncertainty about partners, timing and focus
Effects
• The strategy that is developed at the beginning of a project has to be
changed often during a project because new information become
available or unexpected events
• Valuation of project is hard
• Estimations are often to positive and technology adaption is often
slower as expected.
How are
• Market surveys (Frost & Sullivan)
people
• Business Intelligence department
dealing with
• Intuition experts
this situation?
• Looking for parallels with other projects
• Discussions with people from network
• People often choose the alternative they are familiar with. Unexpected
events however can change the usefulness.
• Curve of Gartner describes different phases of a technology and is used
to check a strategy for a standardization opportunity.
Example
• A standard was developed for the Digital Compact Cassette. It was a
good technology but because of technologies of competitors it never
became a success in the market.
• For a project to develop a standard for DVD recording something was
needed that technological was not possible. Eventually a solution was
found and the standard was developed but the technology lost its
usefulness because of the introduction of the hard disk recorder.
• SMS is never developed to use it like it is used nowadays. If the
developers had foreseen this, they would have developed an easier way
of working with it.
Link met
• Not a direct link with open innovation.
Open
• Short product-life time cycles and globalization of innovation which
Innovation
increased the number of organizations involved.
Wickedness
• Messy situations because of uncertainty of all kind of factors
• 1. The future is never understood
• 2. There is no stopping rule because a strategy have to be adjusted all
the time based on new information
• 3. A strategy that is developed in the beginning of a project is not right
or wrong but should be adjusted based on new information during the
project.
• 4. Every project is new but it is possible that there are similarities with
other projects
• 5. The development of a standard is a one-shot operation but a strategy
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ODP

Improvement
SSM
ST

can be adjusted during the project
• 6. There are no alternatives strategies given that can be considered
• To deal with the uncertainty and develop a strategy people have to
express and question their assumptions. Often defensive reasoning is a
barrier to discuss assumptions and people are not open for new insights.
The strategy developed can therefore be based on wrong assumptions.
Better prediction of the future
The usefulness of SSM is limited because it is not a forecasting tool.
The long term of standardization projects and lack of information about
markets, technologies make it hard to develop a strategy. Scenarios can help to
consider alternative futures in project with a lot of uncertainty. For example the
development of a standard for a new technology, for a new market and new
application. If a number of stories are developed at the beginning of a project,
already adjustment of the strategy can be thought of and a memory of the future
is created. If the strategy has to be adjusted because of new information or
unexpected events is possible to react fast because this is already considered in
the past. Also can be considered in the beginning of a standardization project
when Philips should stop a standardization project so they are earlier
terminated.

Trade-off between working together with competitors and other organizations to
create value while capturing value for Philips
Causes
• Lack of information about strategies, ideas, interests and IPR of other
organizations. Often only assumptions can be made of way a
organization is involved in a standardization initiative.
• Problems are often not made clear very well by the standardization
organization. The ideas of other organizations are clear but eventually
the situations is different as expected and then the possibilities to get out
of it what you want to get out of it is very limited.
• Everybody knows how to create value from IP
• You want to work together but your are also each other’s competitors
• Philips does not have enough time to react properly to a proposal of
another organization
• Organizations try to get out of an agreement in a clever way
• Rules of standardization organization about bringing in IPR.
• Goals Philips are unclear
Effects
• Organizations have to trade-off between creating value and capturing
value
• Hard to create value for Philips and reach the objectives
• Disagreement can result in a fight between groups of organizations
• Situation that is very hard to oversee and understand which makes it
difficult to deal with.
• Projects often are not stopped if there are no benefits for Philips
anymore because of the harm it can do for the reputation of Philips.
How are
• A lot of negotiation and trying to reach concessions
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•

Trying to find out what is important for other organizations, watch
moves that can harm Philips interests and moves you do not understand
• You know the organizations, some of the people, trends, suspicions and
try to develop a strategy based on this information
• Keep the general objective in mind and develop a strategy so you can
also accomplish some of the goals of Philips
• Game theory tools
• If it ends in a fight between consortia, a lot of talking with all kind of
different stakeholders in the market is needed to improve the
understanding of a situation. Communication of ideas and goals is
important. Political aspects should be taken into account.
• A difference can be made between two types of collaboration. The first
situation is an informal standardization setting in which only a few
organizations work together (DVD). In this environment everybody
knows each other well which makes the process informal and easier. For
Blu-ray 120 organization are working on the standard. This is a
formalized process in which decisions are made by voting. In this
environment getting out of a project what you want to get out of it is a
lot harder.
• Project for setting a standard for a recordable DVD. A group of
companies wanted to develop a recordable DVD for the computer
environment but Philips and some other companies want to develop it
for the DVD player connected with TV. This resulted in a lot of
discussion about both proposals and this ended in a clash. Eventually a
voting was held and Philips’s proposal was not chosen. Philips started a
new standardization group to develop a standard for their ideas but this
resulted in bad relation with the other standardization organization. This
became a fight between the two standardization groups with a lot of
politics. For example, the other standardization group tried to convince
Hollywood that Philips wanted to by-pass the Copyright laws with the
standard they wanted to develop.
Because all organizations nowadays know how to create value from IP and the
number of organizations involved in standardization is increase it has become
hard to integrate your technology into a standard so you are able to benefit from
your IPR. Trade off between capturing and creating value. Licensing revenue
have to be shared with an increasing number of other organizations.
• A lot of stakeholders with their own interests and ideas are involved. It
is forbidden to talk about strategies of other organizations and a lot of
information is unknown.
• 1. Because a lot of information is unknown understanding the situations
is difficult.
• 2. Reaching agreements (by voting or negotiating) with companies in a
standardization organization can be seen as a stopping rule. There is
however no optimal solution that can be found.
• 3. The standard developed is not right or wrong and also the
consequences for which are not right or wrong but good enough or
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better etc.
• 4. Each standard is new but can have a lot of resemblance with an
earlier standard if for example a new generation of a technology is
standardized. If you are dealing with a new technology, in a new
market for a new application all factors are unknown and the
wickedness increases.
• 5. The development of a standard, doing proposal etc. are all one-shot
operations because they have consequences for the situation.
• 6. There are not given alternative standards or proposals Philips can use.
• Politics
• Not being open for new insights
• Companies do not want to feel threatened
• Defensive reasoning
Understanding of ideas and interests of other organizations so opportunities and
strategies can be identified.
SSM can maybe be used to think in a structure way of the interests and
strategies of other organizations and how Philips should deal with this. More
information is however needed.
These kinds of situations can be included in the scenarios developed for a
project so already earlier in the project these issues can be thought of.
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Appendix B: Summary
licensing projects

results

interviews

Technology

Technology licensing projects
Reaching agreements with internal stakeholders
Causes
• Often people understand the concept of technology licensing but in
practice don’t act like it.
• People can have wrong assumptions of TL. ‘We do all the work and you
earn all the money’.
• It can be hard for people to see the consequences of TL
• Especially the middle management is hard to convince.
• The character of the person you are dealing with is of influence on their
willingness to license out.
• The willingness to license is also depended on the relation of Philips to
a technology.
• People don’t want to license a technology they invented to a competitor
• Formal organization of BU does not help
• People don’t see why technologies licensing is need because they are
already working for a long time on a technology and did this successful.
• The situations become more complex if more stakeholders are involved
• BU can have different ideas and interests as IP&S or Research, etc.
• There is a possibility that the BU is going to use the technology in the
future but they don’t know this yet.
• Experience TLO with Technology Licensing and Philips
• A lot of departments within Philips are already introduced with TL but
also a lot still need to be done and this costs more effort
Effects
• Lot of effort goes to convincing and communicating with internal
stakeholders, which reduces the time TLO can spend to understand the
technology and market.
• Finding people that are allowed to make decisions in other departments
can be hard
• Finding people in the BU that have time to work on technology
licensing projects can be hard
• BU do not agree steps in project and therefore project is terminated
• People from Philips do not act consistently towards customers
How are
• Lot of talking
people
• Giving presentation about TL
dealing with
• Trying to convince people
this situation?
• Approach people in a way they don’t feel threatened
• Mediate between departments
• Guide the internal stakeholders in the TL process
• Good presentation will convince internal stakeholders
Example
• It is possible that IPR of a technology that is suitable for TL is shared by
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two BU. They can have different ideas and interests what they want to
do with the IPR. As TLO you have to mediate in this complicated
situation.
• People sometimes have the wrong assumption that their job depends on
the technology. Internal stakeholders also have the idea that a TLO
comes to take something away.
• Research was working on a project for two years but couldn’t find an
internal customer for the technology. It therefore looked for other
possibilities to commercialize it. External investors where invited but
also IP&S for technology licensing was involved. The external investors
wanted to have the IPR and than there are no possibilities any more for
technology licensing. These contradictory ideas and interests make it a
complex situation.
• Lighting has two groups. One group is working on the old technologies
in which Philips was very successful and earned a lot of money. This
group is not willing to license. The second group works on new
technologies in which you have a lot of organizations in the market.
This group is willing to license to increase its market share.
On the highest level people in an organization are often thinking and acting
based on the new open business model, is it for people on lower levels often
hard to bring it to practice. They know the concept but are already working for
such a long time by the closed innovation paradigm and they were successful.
So why should they change. Also different interests of departments can make
TL hard.
• Internal stakeholders with different interests, political and cultural
aspects
• 1. Each step you take results in a better understanding of the situation so
only when agreements is reach or the project is stopped because no
agreement can be reached the situation is understood.
• 2. Agreements about the TL can be the stopping rule but this is not an
optimal solution.
• 3. Solutions are not right or wrong but should be satisfactory so a
business case can be developed and external parties can be contacted.
• 4. Every situation of TL concerning internal stakeholders is different,
while a case can have similarities with other projects
• 5. One-shot operation to reach agreement because after each attempt the
situation changes.
• 6. No given alternative solutions to reach agreement
• Wrong assumptions about TL
• People are not open for new insights. Work already for a long time with
IPR as a protective tool and it is hard to see TL as a method to extract
value from IPR and know-how. A lot of fear.
• BU do not want to feel threatened and as TLO you should take this into
account in meetings
• BUs can be organized very formally which makes it hard to talk to the
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persons you need
• People think of IP&S as patent attorneys and legal people and not as
business developers
BU should understand TL and have the right assumptions. If there is a
difference of interest, agreement should be reached in an effective manner
without that it costs a lot of efforts. Some people now have the feeling internal
issues costs more time and are harder to solve than external issues.
SSM can be used as a structure way to talk about technology licensing and
reach agreement. The models will help people to express and question their
assumptions and a shared understanding (IP&S, BU, Research etc.) can be
reached. If there are contradictory interests between internal stakeholders SSM
can also be used to come to accommodation about the situation and developed a
solution in a structured way.
SSM also looks at the cultural and political issues the models can be used to
debate about the situation. A shared understanding internal is needed and SSM
can help.
Can help to provide a common language during strategic conversations but is
not a tool that is helpful in this situation because ST is mainly a forecasting
tool.

Finding technology-market combination
Causes
• Lack of information about technology (TLO)
• Lack of information about market (TLO)
• Lack of time for scouting of technologies (TLO)
• No time to go deeply into needs of the market and technology because
too many projects are done by too few TLOs
• People often are not considering out-of-the-box opportunities because
these costs more effort and are harder
• Structure IP&S makes ‘kruisbestuiving’ of technologies and market
within different sectors harder
Effects
• Scouting a suitable technology is hard while this is crucial for the
success. A mature and attractive technology is needed otherwise it is
impossible to make the project successful.
• Lack of understanding of the value chain. Licensing close to the enduser gives you higher royalties. It is however not always realistic to
approach these organizations. Understanding the value chain is
therefore important.
• Business case made on wrong assumptions. If information about the
market is missing people often make their own assumptions. These
assumptions are often too positive and this leads to too positive
estimations of revenues and attractiveness of the technology.
• No licensee can be found
• Projects are not killed when they should be.
• Under or over estimating the value of IP for TL
How are
• Market research reports
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Listening to the end user (or customer of potential licensee)
Listening to BU
Questions answer by business intelligence
People work for a particular sector so their knowledge of that sector and
its technologies is improved in time. TLO however also do projects with
technologies and markets that are completely unknown to them.
• Networking
• If you have the time you should talk to as much as organizations in the
value chain as possible.
• Questionnaire is used to check the attractiveness of a technology and
whether a project should continue.
• Mapping of sector to identify opportunities and scout technologies
• Out of the box makes assumptions important
• Exhibitions of technology specialists
• Project that tried to push a software technology in the market for
licensing. While there were companies interested in the technology,
they all had other technologies that satisfied their requirement and did
not want to pay for another technology.
In literature is described that your own ideas (IP) should flow to the outside.
This can be very hard in practice. There are technology pull licensing projects
in which an organization asks whether it is possible to license a technology
from Philips. These are often easy projects and are relatively short. The most
projects are technology push licensing projects in which TLO of Philips are
scouting a technology of Philips and are going to look for outside licensing
opportunities. These TLO lack the knowledge of the technology because they
were not involved in the research and development of the technology. Scouting
a technology that is suitable for TL is therefore not easy. Also finding an
attractive market to license the technology to is hard because Philips often is
not involved in these new markets and not enough information is available
where the technology can be licensed. So finding a technology – market
combination for technology licensing to improve the ROI of a technology is a
very hard job and can cost a lot of time.
• Lots of factors are unknown
• Stakeholders involved with different interests.
• 1. Market and technology are not understood until licensing contract are
signed so especially with the scouting of a technology understanding is
minimal. This is however depended on whether the TLO is doing a
project for a technology and/or market he is specialized in.
• 2. You know that the right technology was scouted if a profit is made.
This however at the end of the project so there is no rule that says
whether you have found a good technology to license.
• 3. The scouting of a technology can be right or wrong eventually. This
is however not clear at the beginning of a project. The business case that
is made is also not wrong or right.
• 4. Because every technology is different also each scouting situation is
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novel and new.
• 5. Scouting a technology is a one-shot operation
• 6. There are no alternatives given if you are looking for a technology to
license, writing a business case or looking for a potential licensee.
• Wrong assumptions and these assumptions are not expressed or
challenged
• Because a lot is unknown in TL projects and everything is new and
novel TLO need flexibility in the thing they do. All kind of procedures
and tools are barriers for TLOs during their work. The have however
found ways to work around them to deal with wicked situations.
• Centralized decision making
• Not open for new ideas, a lot of fear.
More time to identify opportunities by earlier contact with the market. A better
understanding of the technology and market earlier in de project can improve
the search for a licensee.
SSM can be used to structure the thinking of situations about the technology
and market. Whether it is really helpful should be investigated further.
Assumptions that are modeled have to be checked and questioned but still more
time to learn about the market is needed.
Not useful because is a forecasting tool.

Negotiation with potential licensee
Causes
• Lack of understanding of the technology
• Strategy Philips towards TL
• Strong contracts Philips
Effects
• Not potential licensee can be found that fits within the strategy of
Philips towards TL
• No agreement about financial terms
• Legal clash about issues in contract
• As TLO you want to keep in control in a discussion with a potential
licensee but because of your lack of knowledge you can lose the control.
How are
• Negotiating tactics, tools.
people
• Involve people from legal.
dealing with
this situation?
Example
• Philips has the same strategy for exclusive licensing for each sector
while the needs of the potential licensee and consequences for Philips
are different. This result in projects where money can be earned if
Philips is willing to give an exclusive license but this is not possible.
• Philips expects licensee also to invest in the development of the
technology and this does not always fit into the strategy of licensee
• Philips always wants an amount of money up front and royalties for
each product solid.
Link met
• Philips strategy towards technology licensing is based on the defensive
Open
ideas of what you can do with IPR and this can be hard to work with for
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TLO. Not customer based. Because each technology – market
combination is different and it is not possible to use the same strategy in
all situations.
• Possible licensees are not always ready for this new type of knowledge
transfer.
• Stakeholders with different interests
• 1. No understanding of situation, interests and ideas of potential licensee
till agreement is reach or agreed that no agreement can be reached.
• 2. Stopping rule is that the licensee has to sign the contract.
• 3. Outcome of a negotiation is not right or wrong because there is no
definitive answer.
• 4. Each negotiating is different because each licensee and technology is
different.
• 5. One-shot operation to close a deal because the next time the situation
will be changed
• 6. Negotiations can have alternative given outcomes.
• Procedures about for example exclusive licensing result in fewer deals.
• Centralized decision making
• Sign-off tool is not flexible enough for all projects.
More flexibility so contracts and agreements can be adjusted based on the
situations and not the same strategies and procedures for all sectors.
Can be used to model different views of Philips and licensee in negotiations but
the question is whether this is useful. TLO use already negotiation tools.
Not useful
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Appendix C: Results pilot study SSM
Company names involved in the Hybrid material project are kept secret to ensure
confidentiality.
1. Rich picture Hybrid Material project

2. Analysis One
Client:
Who started the investigation of licensing the Hybrid Material Technology?
• TLO
Practitioners:
Who is conducting the investigation?
• TLO, Innovation Team business owner, Inventor, IP Intelligence, IPC, Value Extraction
Manager
Owners of Issues:
Who is affected by or concerned of the situation and the outcome?
• TLO, Business/Technology Owner, Inventor, IPC, IP&S, Company C, Company D,
Company E, Company H, Material suppliers
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3. PQR-formula, CATWOE, Root Definitions and Purposeful activities models

Stakeholder 1: IP&S
Define strategy (PQR-formula):
In order to generate income Philips IP&S licenses out technologies by actively looking for
potential licensees
Analysis strategy (CATWOE):
Transformation process Technology -> Income
Worldview
By actively looking for licensing opportunities for IPR and know-how
we are able to generate income from the effort Philips put in the
development of new technologies
Customers
Businesses, licensee
Actors
TLO, IPC, patent attorney, value extraction manager, the inventor, the
owner of the technology, IP Intelligence
Owner
TLO
Environment:
Current and future activities of other departments of Philips should be
taken into account; Market dynamics
Description of the strategy (Root Definition):
Philips IP&S is actively looking for licensing opportunities for Philips’ technologies to generate
income by a process in which a TLO, IPC, IP Intelligence, patent attorney, value extraction
manager, the inventor of the technology, and the owner of the technology cooperate. Both the
businesses of Philips and the licensee benefit from this process but current and future activities
of other departments of Philips have to be taken into account and also the market dynamics have
influence on these activities.
Purposeful activity model:
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Stakeholder 2: TLO
Define strategy (PQR-formula):
To generate revenue and ensure career progression a TLO is making TL deals by selling
technology to customers
Analysis strategy (CATWOE):
Transformation process Turn technologies/IP into revenue
Worldview
Every technology has potential to make revenue from a third party
Customers
3rd parties, business/technology owner, IP&S management
Actors
TLO, IPC, B.O., Inventor, VEM
Owner
TLO, VEM, B.O., CEO
Environment:
Market dynamics, Philips use of IP, ‘Real’ value of technology,
IP&S worldview, Philips bureaucracy
Description of the strategy (Root Definition):
To satisfy the needs of IP&S/BU/Philips to extract value ($) from its IP portfolio, the TLO looks
at every opportunity to see if value can be gained, ID’s customers, sells technology to them,
makes deals and $. Process is managed by TLO, owned by EVERYBODY, and is constrained by
EVERYTHING (mainly market dynamics, Philips’/IP&S’ internal culture)
Purposeful activity model:
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Stakeholder 3: Technology owner
Define strategy (PQR-formula):
In order to increase the profit GTC will support the TL activity regarding the technology by
allocating resources and/or money.
Analysis strategy (CATWOE):
Transformation process Technology => Money
Worldview
We are happy if our activities are commercialized
Customers
BUs
Actors
Technology managers, Inventors, TLO
Owner
Imaging Systems
Environment:
Limited budget, prevent leak of knowledge
Description of the strategy (Root Definition):
In order to support the process of having technologies, transformed into money making
applications, GTC will empower TLOs to commercialize or license their technologies within the
boundaries of limited technical support/budget.
Purposeful activity model:

Stakeholder 4: Material suppliers
Define strategy (PQR-formula):
In order to achieve revenue, material suppliers develop new businesses by developing Resin
Hybrid Material.
Analysis strategy (CATWOE):
Transformation process Internal knowledge + knowledge of market/demand =>
Specs, IP,
Datasheet, Processes
Worldview
We can develop new materials and sell these into new markets to
customers and make businesses
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Customers
Actors
Owner
Environment:

Philips, Molding customers, Standard setting, equipment makers (new
and old customers)
New business development, product marketing, R&D
Philips lead customers, tooling and equipment suppliers
Management/Owner of the company
Diversification – environment fits with the company’s
technology
+ strategy.

Description of the strategy (Root Definition):
To develop new products by R&D and sell to existing and new customers for new applications
identified by new business development, working together with tooling and equipment suppliers
to make money from a new high margin business
Purposeful activity model:

Stakeholder 5: Component / technology supplier (company C)
Define strategy (PQR-formula):
To get a competitive advantage company C tries to satisfy the needs of their customers through
the development of new, innovative material technologies
Analysis strategy (CATWOE):
Transformation process Customer need for innovative material => need fulfilled
Worldview
By using our internal knowledge we can develop new technologies to
provide solutions to our customers
Customers
OEMs
Actors
Business Development Manager, Technical Staff, Consultants
Owner
CEO
Environment:
Market dynamics; Body of internal knowledge
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Description of the strategy (Root Definition):
To satisfy the needs of the OEMs, company C uses their internal knowledge to develop new,
innovative material technologies - such interactions are managed by the Business Development
Manager, executed by the technical staff and consultants and owned by the CEO. The goal is to
achieve a competitive advantage but market dynamics and the body of internal knowledge are
constraints in the process.
Purposeful activity model:

Stakeholder 6: OEM (company D)
Define strategy (PQR-formula):
To get a competitive advantage company D tries to satisfy the customer needs by focusing on the
high performance specifications they require
Analysis strategy (CATWOE):
Transformation process Need for high performance system components => need fulfilled
Worldview
By focusing on the customer requirements for the current and next
generation silicon chips we are able to reach a sustainable competitive
advantage
Customers
Intel, TI, TSMC, etc
Actors
R&D manager
Owner
R&D manager
Environment:
Market dynamics
Description of the strategy (Root Definition):
To satisfy the need for high performance chips, company D is focusing on the requirements of
current and the next generation technologies of their customer (for example Intel and TI) and this
process is managed and owned by the R&D manager but reaching a competitive advantage is
constrained by the market dynamics.
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Purposeful activity model:
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Is there an overlap
What steps are needed to
establish a deal

•
•

Merge worldviews

Complete deals

Collect money

Develop marketing pitch

Get internal stakeholders
on board?

How?
Why would licensee pay?
How much?
Who?
Who?
How much value?
Resources needed
What is match between
needs an benefits

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Group 1:
Review opportunities
Assess value licensees

4. Formal method to discuss situation (chart matrix)

Value (NPV), choice, throughput time, risks,
possible downside
Choice => what we should work on - funnel
Negotiation mi x, 4Ps, what are we offering for how
much money and to do what?
Sign-off procedure, legal, exchange signatures,
contract filing

Visit, raise questions, discussion
Understanding value chain, business model, markets,
strategy that we have, understanding market
structure
Check, techn owner, IPC, or stakeholder
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Group 2:
Element model
Questions
Assess match between benefits Do we? Yes
and needs (merge worldviews) How?
1. Assume
2. Test + adapt
Who?
TLO, inventors, business, prospect
Effective?
Yes, key to success
Internal
stakeholders
on Do we? Yes
board?
When?
Impact Philips business
1. At start.
2. At case sign off.
3. Before contract
Who?
VE Man., Business Owner, IPC, Rest of Philips?
Decide on business case
Do we? Yes
When?
When business case is ready. Push for earlier
B.C.
Who?
VE Man. Business C. Man., TLO/IPCs
How?
• Good preparation of case.
• Consistence of reasoning
• Experience
Note that experience of VE management
influences focus
Informal communication is key before
formal sign off

Has to be done. Timing is variable but
critical!
Difficult to cover all of Philips. Always
challenge a ‘No’!

Summary
Vital aspects of our job, carried out with
varying speed / degree of formality
TLO – fast + loose
IP&S - Structural
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What questions have you asked? What inside has been gained?
What actions result from these insights?
Did we explore all possible Not so much the objective of the exercise
applications for the technology?
Is the inventor relevant?
Worldview exercise helped saying “Yes, Run the worldview exercise on all stakeholders
but…”
to ask the questions about the importance of the
involved people.
Don’t we plan and assume too Good to have the mapping exercise
Do the mapping of the relationship forces in
much?
each case/specific cases.
Do we understand the needs of the Needs better understood with worldview Prepare full set of questions per customer
customers?
exercise => helps to ask the right set of Plan of approach per customer
questions.
What is the actual NPV?
Still far away
What is the timing?
Plan helps refusing idea
When in the value chain is the At all points. OEMs needs the component to Test all customers in supply chain:
need?
specification. Suppliers need the market
• Who drives innovations
opportunity
• Who gains most from developing new
Who is the licensee? Who will pay ?
material components
to gain advantage?
How do we effectively engage with 1. Make an intelligent … on third party
Test customers needs fast and early
customers?
2. Test & Adapt
Do it fast and earlier
Material suppliers
• Annual report publication
• How do they make decisions
• Who are decision makers
Business Owner
TLO thinks value depends on market and Try to find out value contribution to the
How much value can gain from application. Not always expects to be large, business owner ASAP
TL?
but additional money
How much efforts required?
Technical, marketing, tech transfer, stand- Keep positive & encouraging
alone solutions?
How good is the technology?
Used in Philips production proven technology Additional marketing plan or checklist on

5. Informal method to discuss situation
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Upfront + royalties, pay each time when
produced
Does it fit internal roadmap?
New concept, need in create new roadmap
Total investment & risk?
Also needs to develop new markets
Are there existing demands?
Tech + marketing + production, but risk will
be uncertainty of market => TLO shall try to
work on case for them.
Do we have a clear view of the We seem to have some understanding but Talk with all the companies involved in the
market application need? From need more input from supplier chain to really supply chain to understand their needs. How
both end-user and component assess the opportunity
would the technology add value for them?
supplier perspective?
How radical is this technology for This seems to be an important of available What technologies are available? Is it a
the material supplier or is this an techniques. Material used are relatively different use of available material or should
incremental improvement?
standard available
completely new materials be developed. Make
technology landscape, compare with alternative
materials etc.
Is the market new for licensee or as No. Only applications at end-user is new
Investigate activities product offering of
a whole? Customer and application
intended licensee. Also identify marketing
focus, existing customer base etc.
Why would the material supplier Speed to market
Make valuation for licensee and compare with
need our technology?
that to benefit of e.g. one level op in the value
chain.
Where in the supply chain should ?
See above
we license? Which part of the
process does the technology relate
to?
What is the strategy of the material Whether the material supplier is an innovator Desk research – read annual report. How much
supplier?
or a quick follower. Might the ‘not invented to spend on R&D? What is their espoused
her’ syndrome be encountered.
strategy?
What is the position of the material Does the supplier have the necessary DeB investigation. What is their financial

How much does it costs

behalf of licensee. Look at their organization,
need, their market, help them to achieve
successful plan.

Carefully check w.v.w. with VE

No change in actions
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resources to pay and the capabilities to make strength? Corporate structure / affiliates.
a success out of the technology?
Where are the offices / head offices?
1st point of entry for contact => decide on the
appropriate level => e.g. CTO
Does the material supplier need other things Identification of who the competitors are
to make the case successful or not => e.g. Identification of necessary third parties
tooling.
How the appraise investment opportunities? Informs me of the language / presentation that
Is the license / business proposal an should be used to convince them => NPV to
opportunity for them?
them? Payback?
Timeline, who is involved, what the Whether an NDA / Evaluation agreement is
necessary steps are?
needed? How, when, who will take a decision
Will depend on their experience
Use insight during working out the business
case
……

How will the material supplier
decide whether or not to go for a
license?
How the supplier will make the
decision?
How does the VE manager
challenges a business case
How should we help the VE
manager
When to involve the business Informal to formal
owners approval?
How to challenge no-go’s form the ??
business owner
How to keep the freedom to ask Do not formalize procedure
before approval …….

What is the value chain?

supplier? Financials, market share,

